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Homecoming 
gets underway 
by Michael Williams 
"It's gonna rock!" was all the shy, 
softspoken AS socialchair, Charlie 
Bush, had to say about this years' 
homecomingandevents. Thisyear, 
homecoming is not limited to the 
traditional tailgate, football game 
and float parade, but a whole week 
of events building up to the "Com­
ing home in style" blow-out, black 
tie dance Saturday night. 
"This Homecoming has every­
thing!", exclaimed Bush. "We've 
had Monday night football in the 
Grille, a Lip Sync, the Dating game, 
[tomorrow includes] three Live 
bands, a comedian, a strong match­
up Saturday against UCSB and one 
hellova dance." 
A1 Ingallinera, AS assistant social 
chair and half-time coordinator for 
Homecoming, detailed Saturdays' 
events. "Pre-game festivities and 
tailgate will begin at 10am on the 
canyon Intramural field, with free 
face painting, float building, sno-
cones and food. Kick-off is sched­
uled for 1:30pm and the half-time 
events will begin with the announce­
ment of the class attendants and the 
three Homecoming princesses to 
the court." Ingallinera added," the 
Queen will be crowned at the dance 
that night by last years' Queen, Greta 
Swanson [from Gamma Phi Beta]." 
Tara Allgood, AS Secretary of 
Athletics, announced there will be a 
"Torero fan of the game contest." 
She said, "Someone will be picked 
out of the crowd for having the best 
spirit and attire," (ie, school colors, 
enthusiasm etc). The winner will 
be announced at half-time and re­
ceive a prize. "The whole week is 
going to be a blast!" 
"Homecoming is a celebration 
involvingUSD'sentire community. 
A combined effort of every club, 
organization, student, faculty and 
staff member,everyone!," remarked 
Ingallinera. 
photo by Chris McNulty 
AS Secretary of Elections Shari Saltern gives Sophmore Kelli 
Koenig a ballot to vote for candidates of the Homecoming Court at 





by Patty O'Connor 
Three USD students were as­
saulted by six to eight hispanic males 
with baseball bats while walking to 
the parking lot across from a Mis­
sion Beach restaurant Friday, Oct. 
5. 
Junior Brian Halverson was leav­
ing Dona Maria's at approximately 
12:30am when he and his friends, 
Junior Casey Connelly and another 
Senior male who wishes to remain 
anonymous,approachedaman who 
they believed to be a friend. 
According to Halverson, "I 
thought this guy was a buddy of 
mine and I said, "Hey Devin, what's 
up?" 
The man turned around and re­
proached him offensively. Accord­
ing to Connelly, it was then that 
several other men filed out of a 
nearby car carrying bats. "We were 
so outnumbered...there was noth­
ing we could do," said Connelly. 
According to Halverson, when he 
continued on page 3 
Capital Campaign nears goal of $47.5 million 
by Juan J. Alfonso 
Almost three years ago, the University of San Diego began what it calls "the most 
ambitious fund-raising campaign" in the history of the school. 
Because nine-tenths of the school's income is generated by students, the administration 
realized a need to widen the university's economic base. A goal was set to raise $47.5 
million to help develop new facilities and endowment programs for faculty and students. 
At last count, the Capital Campaign has raised $32,554 million and until now has been 
a "complete success." The campaign officially closes on May 17, 1991 and a $14,946 
million balance is yet to be raised. 
When asked if this goal was realistic, Dr. Tim Willard, director of the program, replied 
that there is no doubt the campaign will reach its goal. "Rather than being a question on 
if we will underachieve, it is a question of by how much we will overachieve." 
The "Education for a New Age" campaign, called the "Capital Campaign" for short, is 
divided into two categories. The first, raising money for endowments, is further divided 
into capital for the faculty and capital for the students. 
The faculty capital is used to attract and keep quality staff at the university. The latter 
will be transformed into grants, loans, and scholarships of all kinds for students. Up to 
October 4, a total of $12.35 millions dollars had been raised in endowments. 
The second main category of the campaign is the collection of funds to help build and 
maintain facilities on campus. Buildings like the University Center and the Legal 
Research Center were to be built with the university's funds and money raised later to 
cover the costs. 
The $500,000 Child Development Center and the yet to be built $2.5 million main road 
mall will also be funded with the campaign money. This part of the campaign has almost 
been completed with nearly $13 million having been pledged out of a $16 million goal. 
The capital donations are obtained by an executive committee set up at the beginning of 
the enterprise. The USD committee is comprised of fourteen members whose job is to look 
University of San Diego 
Education for a New Age Campaign 
Through October 4, 1990 
Endowments - committed 
Faculty $6.035M $16.5M 
Students $6.316M $12M 
Facilities - committed 
UC S6.65M $7.5M 
Legal Research Center $5.79M $6M 
Child Development Center $.361M $.5M 
Mall $.106M $2.5M 
Total 
$32.554M $47.5M 
for potential donors and attempt to obtain a pledge from them. A study is made of the 
prospective donors to hypothesize whether they will actually donate and how much. 
According to Willard, director of the Capital Campaign, the possible donors usually have 
some connection with the school and therefore they will have a reason to contribute money. 
"We just don't go around asking anybody," stated Willard, "The people we ask will be 
continued on page 2 
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Surf for Her 
this Friday 
Speeding cars: new authority to USD police 
by Rhonda Nourse 
A car struck a pedestrian at the West 
Entrance of USD recently, reflecting the 
increased danger of speeding cars on cam­
pus. 
Students and visitors have the convenience 
and safety of sidewalks, crosswalks, a 15mph 
speed limit as well as many stop signs and 
speed bumps. So why is it that crossing from 
one side of Marian to the other seems to be a 
life and death matter? What deterrents will 
prevent drivers from speeding? 
"Drivers are crazy. They don't even look 
forpedestrians. Half the time I run across the 
street to avoid getting hit," comments 
Suzanne Munroe, a USD sophomore. 
Conversely, a motorcyclist states "life is 
too short to go slow, and speed bumps are a 
hassle." Many times students are late to class 
and making up lost time by speeding. One 
student comments that she "drives fast on 
campus so people don't think that I'm cruis­
ing." After a long day of classes, students 
want to leave the hill as soon as possible. 
USD Police Officer Mosier finds that speed­
ing is particularly hazardous Friday and 
Saturday nights when students are ready to 
go out. Currently, campus police has the 
power to issue speeding tickets, but more 
parking tickets are issued than moving viola­
tions. 
Last year over 30 car accidents occurred on 
the main streets of campus, according to 
Mosier. 
Campus security is in the process of certify­
ing its officers to Peace Officer status. At 
present, the officers have as much power as 
students in making a citizen arrest or wit­
nessing a crime. As it is, the arresting officer 
files his report with the San Diego County 
police squad who in turn administers any 
penalties through the magistrate. 
As Peace Officers, USD police will actu­
ally cite and arrest a lawbreaker. The viola­
tion is directly reported to the California 
Department of Justice, therefore eliminating 
interaction with the San Diego County force. 
The campus squad will be recognized as a 
"small city police department in which USD 
is the city," says Mosier. Also, USD officers 
will no longer go to court as witnesses to a 
crime, but as the arresting agent. 
Through this transition, one proposed pen­
alty, if adopted, could mean serious conse­
quences for traffic violators. A regional 
citation would cause all moving violations to 
be filed with the DMV, therefore affecting 
students' traffic records and insurance poli­
cies. 
This would enpower the USD police to 
issue DUI's, DWI's and speeding tickets. 
Also, to appeal penalties, students would 
appear at the Municipal Traffic Court in 
Claremont, rather than the existing Student 
Court. 
Right now, Mosier expressed concern for 
the "lack of consideration for each other that 
students exemplify when motorists speed 
pass pedestrians, not even stopping at stop 
signs." Mosier stated, "USD is an institution 
for learning. Ourjobis not to play babysitter. 
Our presence and visibility hopefully deters 
many from driving recklessly. At least the 
students know that we are watching them." 
New program gives singers a boost 
by George C. Ramirez 
A new program emerges from the Depart­
ment of Fine Arts: the Choral Scholar Pro­
gram. Directed by Dr. Robert Campbell, 
who is also new on campus, it will give 
young singers a great opportunity to de­
velop their talent. 
Thanks to President Hughes' financial sup­
port and funding, says Campbell, he hopes 
to enhance the Fine Arts Department and to 
increase USD's prestige. 
The Choral Scholar Program seeks stu­
dents with a "competitive edge" who are 
willing to not only increase their vocal abil­
ity but to be more publicly exposed. More­
over, it offers them scholarships depending 
on their financial need. 
According to Dr. Campbell, students will 
be given a full tuition scholarship which is 
divided into two portions depending on their 
family income: the talent award and finan­
cial aid. Unlike other honorary fine arts 
programs, the Choral Scholar Program can 
offer as much as a four year scholarship. 
This is rare because a lot of fine art schol­
arships are partial," explains Campbell. 
About one or two years ago, this new pro­
gram was conceived to be a 
small touring choir, says 
Campbell. The Department 
of Fine Arts is now in the 
process of seeking potential 
students for the new pro­
gram and will eventually be­
gin in the Fall of 1991. 
Because it is highly com­
petitive, Dr. Campbell 
would like to direct between 
10 and 14 students. Audi­
tions will be held through­
out the school year until late 
Spring when admissions 
procedures will have ended. 
High school seniors apply­
ing to USD are welcome to 
audition as well. 
"Public relations is a big part or our 
function...it's a part of US D that is transport­
able," says Campbell. Their future schedule 
includes Alumni Club functions and ban­
quets and performances in the UC and at 
President Hughes' residence as well. 
However, local concerts are just a small 
Dr. Robert Campbell 
part of Dr. Campbell's dream. His "touring 
choir" must expand their horizons, thus he 
plans for his group of elite singers to give 
concerts in northern California, Arizona, 
and perhaps as far as the mid-west. "The 
continued on page 3 
by Todd Ferguson 
October 12 from 2pm to 5pm at Capis-
trano Street in South Mission Beach there 
will be a benefit surf contest, "Surf For 
Her," sponsored by Sigma Chi and the S urf 
Club. 
The benefit is for Sigma Chi pledge Dave 
McGruder's girlfriend, Sheryl Stillwell, 
who was seriously injured late this August 
in acar wreck returning from Tijuana. She 
was to attend USD this semester but now is 
fighting for recovery. 
Since introducing this event to the USD 
comm unity last week, SigmaChi has found 
that their original goal of $3,000 appeared 
to be quite modest and Sigma Chi Scott 
Duffy expects 300 to 400 people to attend 
the event tomorrow. 
The other fraternities arid sororities— 
Delta Tau Delta, Phi Kappa Theta, Sigma 
Pi, Alpha Delta Pi, Alpa Phi, Gamma Phi 
Beta and Zeta Tau Alpha—the Conserva­
tion Club, the Football, Rugby, and Crew 
teams and Associated Students all have en­
thusiastically offered their support as co-
sponsors. 
The money raised will not only go to sup­
port Stillwcll's rehabilitation, but contri­
butions will be made to the San Diego 
Head Trauma Association and the San 
Diego chapter of MADD. 
S igma Chi is excited that this event comes 
at the beginning of Homecoming week­
end, as it helps to show the alumni and the 
USD community that people can come 
together for a common cause. 
Those interested in helping are welcome 
to come out to the beach on Friday, surf, 
get free surfing lessons, or just hang out 
and watch. Food will be provided by local 
merchants. 
Organizer Scott Duffy of SigmaChi wants 
to stress that besides all of the money being 
raised by this event, the other goal is to 
increase consciousness on the subject of 
drinking and driving. 
Duffy expresses his concern as, "If it 
helps just one person to think about it or 
reconsider drunk driving, it'll be worth our 
effort." 
Please call Scott Duffy or Mike Hannum 
at 488-1832 with any questions. 
Students attacked with bats 
continued from page 1 
turned to leave, he was surrounded by the 
men. "We tried to talk our way out of it 
but...before we knew it...I got blind-sided. I 
was pretty much KO'd after that." 
"They just flipped out. They had to be on 
drugs," said Connelly. "They hit me and 
chased me with a bat across the parking lot." 
With Halverson on the ground and the third 
male protected under a car, Connelly man­
aged to escape further injury by avoiding 
extended confrontation. 
Several people nearby stepped in and the 
assailants fled by car immediately. The 
incident happened too fast for the students to 
catch the license plate number and were 
unable to give the police solid information. 
ff" 
Halverson, a member of Phi Kappa Theta, 
said they spent four hours in the emergency 
room at Sharp Hospital. Connelly and the 
third male suffered minor injuries while 
Halverson suffered severe head injuries and 
will undergo reconstructive surgery on his 
face this week. 
"I could understand if they were provoked, 
but we were completely innocent. People 
going around bashing heads...it makes me 
sick," said Halverson. 
Connelly said of the incident, "It was weird. 
I'm just mad." 
Detective Cavanah of the San Diego Police 
Department has been assigned to investigate 




Do you have spare time during the week? 
Does the mention of EXTRA SPENDING CASH 
interest you. 
Come apply for a job on the advertising staff 
for the VISTA. 
Gain great Experience with local businesses 
and corporations. 
We are filling about 5 spaces for self-motivated 
individuals with experience with Macintosh Computers. 
Drop by the VISTA office, downstairs in the UC. j) 
October 11,1990-VISTA-3 
Crimewatch 
by Scott Stanfield 
Between 9/28 and 10/2 a Macintosh key­
board, an Imagewriter printer and a mouse 
were reportedly stolen from Trailer B in 
Harmon Hall. The total loss was $496. 
On 10/2 a Gucci wallet, green with a red 
design fold over, was stolen from a backpack 
in the Basement Periodical Section of the 
Copely library between 8:30 and 8:45pm. 
A reported theft of a 1986 Red Honda Spree 
motor scooter occured on 10/4 at approxi­
mately 2pm in the Laguna Scooter parking 
area east. According to a witness, two sus­
pects jumpstarted the unsecured scooter and 
exited east on Linda Vista Road. 
A red backpack with black USD lettering 
was stolen from a University Center storage 
cubicle on 10/4 between 12:30 and 1:05pm. 
The approximate value of the items in the 
bag was $146. 
On 10/4 between 1 and 6pm, a white, 1983 
Honda Elite motor scooter was found with 
the left enginge cover broken, the ignition 
punched and the front trunk lock broken. 
The estimated damage is $100. 
On 10/4 $100 was stolen from a San Dimas 
dorm room. 
Sometime between 10/1 and 10/4 a Dia-
mondback mountain bike was reportedly 
stolen form the West Maher bike rack. The 
bike's chain was cut. The approximate value 
of the bike is between $300 and $400. 
Campaign pays for construction 
continued from page 1 
usually a little more philanthropically in­
clined." Donors usually either attended the 
university, had a child who attended the 
university or are in some way personally 
related to the school. 
According to Willard, donors have usually 
been responsive in answering the univer­
sity's plea for help and some have even 
donated extraordinary sums of money. 
Churchill and Mary Knapp of La Jolla, for 
example, donated their home with an esti­
mated value of SI.25 million. 
Other people who have donated large 
amounts of capital include George Pardee, 
Jean and Ernest Hahn, and Douglas F. Man­
chester. Each of these people has donated 
enough to have a building dedicated in their 
name. The campaign has also had an anony-
m ous person give $ 1.25 mi 11 ion to the School 
of Education. 
Not only individuals are sought out but 
entire firms and foundations are approached 
by the committee as well. The Weingart 
Foundation of Los Angeles has donated well 
over two million dollars for an interest free 
student loan fund. US D is only one of twenty 
California universities, along with Stanford 
and USC, that participate in this fund. 
The James Irvine Foundation of San Fran­
cisco and the Kresgy Foundation of Michi­
gan have donated $750,000 and $680,000 
respectively for payment of the recently 
inaugurated Legal Research Center. An­
other major foundation gift has been the 
donation of $1.2 million by Allied Signal for 
the payment of the University Center. 
The Capital Campaign Office keeps their 
donors informed by publishing a quarterly 
newsletter named the "Campaign Momen­
tum." The bulletin updates the donors on the 
current status of the program and shows for 
what purpose their money is being used. 
Even with outside donations, ninety per­
cent of the schools' income comes from 
money paid by students. According to Jack 
Boyce, Vice-Presidentof Finance, this money 
is directed toward paying staff salaries, and 
student and support services. Boyce called 
these expenses of running the university, 
"labor intensive." 
Wi Hard explained that this is where one can 
see the need for the Capital Campaign. The 
University has no guarantee of existence and 
relying solely on tuition and other student-
generated income has a very large risk factor. 
Suppose, Willard said, one hundred less 
students than expected decided to attend 
USD. The school would then be faced with 
severe financial cuts in many aspects of the 
university. On the other hand, if the school 
decided to rely on student tuition, the univer­
sity costs would have to rise by approxi­
mately ten percent. 
For example, to build the UC alone, tuition 
would have to be raised by $1,25(1 per stu­
dent. This kind of increase for one building 
was the reason the administration decided to 
find other resources for bringing in capital. 
Imagine ifstudentshad to pay for all the proj­
ects on the board. 
The Foundations Curriculum General 
Education Requirements allow students to 
demonstrate competency by examination 











(3rd Semester Competency) 
Students must pre-register and pay a $25 
non-refundable fee per exam by Fri. Oct. 
12,1990. Testing in languages not taught 
on campus, students should contact the For­
eign Language Coordinator in F134 A. 
The examination dates are: 
November 10,1990 
Camino 120 - Mathematics. 
10am to 12 noon 
Camino 7 - Foreign Language. 
2pm to 4pm 
November 17,1990 
Serra 209 - Critical Reasoning. 
10am to 12 noon 
Camino 102 - Lower-division 
Composition. 2pm to 4pm 
Camino 102- Upper division Writing. 
2pm to 4pm 
Students wishing more information 
should contact the Dean's Office, College 
of Arts and Sciences, 
Founders 114. 
New Professor Dr. Campbell 
institutes program for singers 
continued from page 2 
longer the concerts...the longer the tours," 
adds Campbell. Though classes will be 
missed, it will be dealt with in the same way 
athletes are excused for sporting events. 
"My main thrust is in performance, not so 
much in jazz or popular music, but more in 
popular styles," explains Campbell. He 
wants to have a standard choral repertoire 
which contains music from the great com­
posers such as Bach, Beethoven, Schubert, 
Mendelsson, and Brahms. In addition, he 
would also like to do some twentieth cen­
tury music such as Broadway. 
Besides the repertoire planned, Campbell 
is excited about having a gospel choir or 
glee club. "I encourage all USD students to 
apply," says Campbell. Dr. Campbell and 
other faculty members of the fine arts de­
partment are speculating on producing a 
musical comedy—something that used to 
be done at USD—with the new small group. 
With Dr. Campbell's involvement in the 
USD choir, which consists of almost eighty 
singers, he would like to inform students of 
their first big concert in Founders Chapel 
on December 14 and 15 at 8pm. They will 
perform Bach's Magnificat which is a half 
hour long with an orchestra. It carries a 
seasonal advent theme. "We plan to do 
larger, serious work in the Fall and then 
lighter Broadway stuff in Spring,"explains 
Campbell. 
Students are required to have a 3.0 GPA 
or higher and a successful audition. 
Through the auditions, judges will critique 
their vocal quality, sight reading ability, 
and choral experience. Dr. Campbell 
mainly encourages anyone who was a part 
of a "swing" choir or glee club in high 
school to consider this wonderful opportu­
nity. However, he still would like to draw 
as many students as possible to consider 
this program and what it has to offer. 
Dr. Campbell has mainly worked at the 
university level. Originally from Prince­
ton, New Jersey, he studied in prestigious 
institutions. He graduated from Yale 
University with abachelor's degree in Arts 
and Sciences. Dr. Campbell later received 
his doctorate in choral conducting from 
Stanford University. 
Before coming to the University of San 
Diego, he was the director of choral activi­
ties at the University of Wisconsin. He is 
very enthusiastic and optimistic about the 
choral group. "With this new 
program...new faculty...we want to build 
the fine arts program....We want to be 
strong in everything." 
Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards? 
Now you can have two of the most recognized and 
accepted credit cards In the world...Vlsa® and MasterCard® 
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Letters to the Editor 
Hypocrites and USD's smoking policy 
This year US D implemented a new 
tough smoking policy. The policy 
states that smoking in dorm rooms 
is no longer allowed. Students who 
wish to smoke must leave their own 
rooms and walk outside or face 
potential penalties through Resi­
dence Life. 
While I view this policy as intru­
sive and almost unenforcable, un­
less the university is going to send 
R As around to compell compliance, 
I never really gave the issue much 
thought. 
That was until last week. I was in 
the faculty/staff dining room. Sev­
eral tables held ashtrays and a sign 
above the cashier warned that the 
facility allowed smoking and that 
smoking was known to the state of 
California to cause cancer. 
By itself, this relevation is rather 
minor, unless you consider that a 
certain principle is at stake. It ap­
pears that the administration has 
implemented a double standard 
which states that it is okay for pro­
fessors and other staff members to 
smoke but not for students. 
To go even further, it appears that 
the university believes that it is okay 
for faculty members to smoke in an 
area where others are eating, re­
gardless of whether or not the smoke 
bothers some of the individuals 
trying to otherwise enjoy a meal. 
And what about the employees, must 
they be subjected to the second­
hand smoke? 
At the same time, a student cannot 
smoke in the privacy of his or her 
ownroom. Instead the student must 
leave the building to be able to 
smoke. With campus safety a con­
cern, how wise is it to force students 
out of their rooms anytime of day 
that they want to smoke? 
Another concern is the smoking 
policy of the University Center, 
where the faculty/staff dining room 
is located. According to Mike 
Williams, UC House Manager, 
smoking is prohibited in all areas of 
the UC for fire safety reasons, not 
necessarily for health reasons. Is 
there some footnote in the policies 
of the UC which permits the fac­
ulty/dining room to allow behavior 
otherwise officially frowned upon? 
Butagain, itis thehypocrisy shown 
by the existence of different smok­
ing policies that is the main issue. 
Does the administration believe that 
second-hand smoke is no longer a 
health issue once tenure has been 
gained? 
The university's policy towards 
smoking remains credible only if it 
remains consistent. If smoking is 
allowed under some conditions but 
not others, then why should anyone 
pay much attention to the policy in 
the first place? Especially when the 
policy as it exists has the appear­
ance of granting a privilege to fac­
ulty that has been deliberately taken 
from students. 
One way to explain away the exis­
tence of a double standard would be 
to compare the policy of allowing 
smoking in only some areas with 
the alcohol policy that forbids alco­
hol in certain areas of campus. But 
this is an unfair and untrue com-
parision. Drinking and possession 
of alcohol by persons under 21 years 
of age is prohibited by state law, 
smoking is not. 
With it's alcohol policy, the uni­
versity is solely attempting to im­
plement the applicable state laws. 
With it's smoking policy, however, 
the university is setting up a double 
standard and damaging it's credi­
bility in the eyes of students. 
Ants continue to bug residents 
by Linda Gomez 
Ants! You have seen them in 
your kitchen and shower. You 
have read about them in them in 
the VISTA. They are every­
where in the Valley. Will they 
ever go away? 
According a Valley RA, the 
ants are not predicted to disap­
pear for another couple of 
months. Until then, it seems that 
residents in the Valley will just 
have to put up with these irritat­
ing little insects. 
Ants have infiltrated even the 
cleanest of resident apartments. 
They crawl around in the kitchen. 
They creep around in the shower. 
Some ants are even bold enough 
to take a stroll on sleeping resi­
dents. This problem has gotten 
completely out of control! 
Something needs to be done about 
this problem and fast! Spraying 
does not seem to help. "RAID kills 
bugs dead!" Well, not in this case. 
Physical Plant sprays on Fridays for 
those residents who call to have it 
done. However, this is not helping 
either. 
A few days after Physical Plant 
sprays the ants return to pester the 
inhabitants of the apartments once 
again. Apparently, Phase A and 
Phase B are built on several ant 
hills. The ants are in the founda­
tions of thebuildings. Spraying one 
apartment is not going to help. 
The ants just hide out for a while. 
Then when it is safe, there they 
are again! 
For as much money as students 
pay for housing, the University 
could have the Valley sprayed 
properly so that the ants would 
stay away for good. The Univer­
sity needs to do away with this 
problem now. They should not 
expect residents to live with ants 
for another two months. They 
also cannot spray apartments 
individually to get rid of this 
problem. USD needs to get on 
the ball and eradicate the ant prob­
lem quickly and effectively. 
Dear Editor: 
We are writing in response to the 
article entitled "Friends don't let 
friends have breasts." We found 
that the article was not only sexu­
ally discriminating but also disgust­
ing. Scott Petri's article, whether it 
appeared in the Off-Beat section or 
not, was not in the least bit funny. 
Would this sort of material be suited 
to be printed anywhere? 
Articles of this matter sort (sic) 
only destroy the marginal credibil­
ity of the VISTA but also the stan­
dards of the University of San Di­
ego. This is a Catholic institution 
based upon high moral and educa­
tional standards. Neither of these 
standards appeared in Petri's ar­
ticle. 
It sounds as if Petri has a problem 
with maintaining a friendship with 
females and he tends to place blame 
upon "sleeping together" and then 
the girl wanting to be "just friends." 
Why should we as readers of the 
VISTA be subjected to the sex life 
of Petri and the problem s that he has 
experienced maintaining a cross-
sexual relationship. 
Also, Petri discusses wanting to 
touch his "friend's" breasts. Why 
should a person like Petri, who 
obviously lacks the maturity to have 
a friendship with a female that 
doesn't involve sex, be allowed to 
touch anyone's breasts? He proved 
the point that his relationships with 
females is very shallow and he sees 
females only as sexual objects? 
Finally, Petri states that this doesn' t 
happen to him. We applaud you for 
placing the blame onto the other 
members of your sex and for being 
too spineless to support your own 
pigly (sic) viewpoint. 
Granted, this article was on the 
Off-Beat page and supposed to be 
taken humorously. Notfunny. Poor 
taste. Minimal standards. The 
VISTA is lucky enough to have 
minimal censorship, so why doesn't 
the editorial staff and staff writers 
take advantage of this privilege? It 
is a shame that one pen has the 





Friends don't let friends be chauvinists 
by Stacey Stanfield 
I am writing in response to the 
sexist and degrading piece of 
pseudo humor which appeared in 
the previous issue of the VISTA, 
"Friends don't let friends have 
breasts." 
The attempt on the part of the 
writer to elicit some cheap laugh­
ter based on crude, stereotypical, 
and discriminatory ideals was a 
failure at best. Not only has he 
succeeded in insulting well over 
half of the students at this school, 
but he has confirmed my belief 
that some men truly are pigs. 
The implication that a woman's 
sole function and goal in life is to 
provide sexual gratification for 
men is offensive to both sexes. 
The writer's gross assumption that 
this is all that the female sex has to 
offer truly makes me question the 
experiences (or lack thereof) he 
has actually had with women. 
Any intelligent man with a rea­
sonably open mind would realize 
that women are much more com­
plex than the writer's simplifica­
tion of them as orgasm generators 
could ever capture. There is so 
much that women have to offer as 
friends, girlfriends, and foremost 
as human beings that the writer 
has clearly neglected. 
I realize that the writer's intent 
was not to expound all of the 
virtues of the female sex; how­
ever, in perpetuating the sexist 
concepts that his piece contains, 
he is doing little to aid the ad­
vancement of women in our cul­
ture. We are having a difficult 
enough time as it is without such 
rude commentaries. 
With the attitude that the writer 
apparently has towards the value 
of women, I suggest that he invest 
in some blow-up dolls. I am cer­
tain that he is familiar with the 
places where such an investment 
can be made. Blow up dolls have 
no intellect, no personality, and 
most importantly, are disposable. 
He and their breasts should get 
along well. 
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USD wages chemical warfare against weeds Should Americans 
die for the 
Saudi Royal Family? 
by Brian Wink 
With Saudi Arabia officially declared a 
vital interest by President Bush and US 
forces now occupying that country, war 
with Iraq seems inevitable. And for what? 
Exactly what Saddam Hussein expects to 
gain from his aggression is not clear. His 
threat to use force had already caused the 
Persian Gulf producers to promise to stop 
cheating on quotas set by theOrganization 
of Petroleum Exporting Countries. 
Iraqi demands for debt relief could have 
been enforced by relieving some or all of 
it's $80 billion in war loans. Iraq has 
gained control of Kuwait's oil, but the 
naval blockade will keep almost all the oil 
from beingjexported. 
Kuwait has hundreds of billions of other 
assets, most of it abroad and frozen by 
Western governments. Whatever his rea­
sons for invading, Hussein has created 
global concern over his ambitions. 
Not only is he willing to wield his million 
man army, but he has used chemical weap­
ons against Kurdish separatists, ballistic 
weapons against Iran, and is developing a 
nuclear bomb. 
Although Hussein is an international evil­
doer, this does not mean the United States 
should go to war with him. Does the fact 
that the Emir of Kuwait, who requested 
US intervention, was a benevolent leader 
by Middle Eastern standards make his 
regime worth Americans dying for? 
If Kuwait was serious about resisting it 
would have blown up its oil wells, elimi­
nating any Iraqi reasons for the invasion. 
Then the international consequences of 
the attack, or threat of attack, would have 
been far greater and Hussein would have 
gained little more than a little stretch of 
land. 
What is so vital about Saudi Arabia that 
warrants plunging the United States into a 
war with a well-armed country thousands 
of miles from home? America's real inter­
est in Saudi Arabia is it's oil. 
But where the old fear was that the USSR 
would seize the oil producing countries 
and cut off supplies to the West, Hussein 
would attack Saudi Arabia only to gain the 
oil to sell. He might charge more but he 
poses no threat to our supply. While cheap 
oil may be nice, as we found out in the 
1970s it is hardly vital to our survival. 
The best that can be said for the Bush 
administration's threats is that they might 
help deter an Iraqi invasion. The problem 
is that a bluff might be called and the the 
United States would have to either back 
down, losing face, or join a bloody war 
that does not warrant a single American 
death. 
As we raise our fists at Hussein's actions, 
we m ust remember that only two years ago 
Washington was backing Iraq in it's 
struggle with Iran because of a fear that a 
victorious Iran would do precisely what 
Iraq has done. 
The fact that there is a war somewhere in 
the world does not mean that the US has to 
get involved. There may be times when 
American 18-year olds have to die, but not 
for the Emir of Kuwait or the Saudi Royal 
Family. 
This is one conflict the United States 
should stay out of. 
by Andy Bedinger 
Did you see those strange men on campus a 
few weeks ago? They were wearing the anti-
contamination suits, respirator and all. They 
were spray painting the lawns here at USD. 
They were members of the grounds mainte­
nance crew. And they were not spray paint­
ing the grass to make it greener; they were 
spraying the grass to kill it. 
As you may have noticed, the area that was 
sprayed at the West Entrance and along the 
hill is now a golden brown color. The lawns 
were sprayed, according to Fred Rocha, 
Manager, Grounds and Fleet Maintenance, 
as a part of the lawn renovation program. 
Periodically, sections of the lawn must be 
killed because they have become infested 
with plant species other than the one origi­
nally planted. Seeds are blown in from 
Tecolote Canyon or brought onto campus 
from other places. 
So the seeds take root in the lush lawns of 
USD and create and unsightly mess, right? 
Maybe I just have not been looking at the 
grass closely enough to notice that the for­
eign plants were creating a problem. Good 
thing the grounds people noticed the "prob­
lem " before it got out of hand and drove even 
the most wild at heart off campus. 
Good thing the grounds people stormed the 
lawns armed with their buckets of Roundup 
plant eradicator. The Roundup was dyed 
green so that the people spraying could tell 
where the herbicide had been applied. No 
need to over spray with Roundup. 
by Chris Orr 
The first shots of the battle have been fired. 
On one side are the forces of censorship 
squaring off against the forces of First 
AmendmentRights. In the middle? Millions 
of Americans whose freedom of choice to 
listen, read or look at what ever they want is 
threatened. 
Censorship won the first exchange when a 
Ft. Lauderdale record store owner was con­
victed of selling what, by Florida standards, 
has been termed obscene work. 
Members of the record industry feel that the 
banning of 2 Live Crew's album Nasty as 
They Wanna Be will have a chilling effect on 
future recordings. 
This kind of self-censorship will have all of 
the ramifications of a full-fledged constitu­
tional banning of any work which might be 
"questionable." 
The ban and the conviction was the first of 
its kind in the United States and if the current 
trend continues it probably will not be the 
last. 
The crusade by Bible-thumping, church 
going, conservatives to ban art and music 
that they find offensive is beginning to have 
a negative effect on America. 
This small but very vocal group has man­
aged to get all kind of stuff banned or labeled 
as offensive. All over the United States the 
controversy about banned school books 
continues while Tipper Gore and her Parents 
Music Resource Committee has records rated 
according to offensive content. 
What right do any of these people have to 
tell me what I can read, watch or hear? As an 
adult if I want to walk into a record store and 
buy a 2 Live Crew album I don't want to 
worry about getting myself or the owner of 
One drop of the stuff will kill even the most 
hardy plant. The poison is so deadly to plants 
that a person can walk through a sprayed 
lawn 24 hours after application and transfer 
the herbicide, by way of the shoes, to an 
unsprayed lawn. A few days later the foot­
prints would be seen as sections of dead grass 
on the unsprayed lawn. 
To prevent a situation like this from hap­
pening, the grounds crew placed signs warn­
ing of the application at the edges of the 
affected areas. A student walking on or near 
a sprayed lawn would be more likely to trip 
over one of the signs than actually see it 
before going on the grass. 
These small signs are not just used in the 
application of Roundup in low student traffic 
areas. Whenever fertilizer or other chemi­
cals are put on the lawns by the UC or 
Camino/Founders, the small signs are placed. 
According to Rocha, the signs are put out 
not necessarily because walking through the 
chemicals is dangerous, but more as a source 
of information to let people know chemicals 
are present. Unfortunately, many people 
miss the signs and walk through the chemi­
cals. Many people even sit in the chemicals 
that have recently been applied. 
Although Roundup and the fertilizers in use 
do not pose immediate health risks to most 
students, they are not the type of things I 
would choose to rub all over my body. 
What happens if a student sitting on the 
grass wipes an eye or nose? What if some of 
the chemicals are carried home to a small 
the store arrested. It's a matter of personal 
choice. One that I would like to keep. Just as 
the creators of these albums would like to say 
what they what to say and not worry about 
indictments. 
At the other end, the curator of a Cleveland 
Art Museum was acquitted of displaying the 
photographs of the late Robert Mapplethorpe. 
The curator of the museum was charged with 
displaying obscene pictures, many of them 
with nude children. 
The photos, which were endorsed by the 
National Endowment of the Arts, raised the 
question about whether or not taxpayers' 
money can be used to endorse potentially 
offensive art. Will the NEA become a tool of 
the forces of censorship? 
I personally don't care for 2 Live Crew and 
Mapplethorpe's photos don't appeal to me, 
but that doesn't mean that I can begin a 
crusade to have them banned in California or 
bring charges against any museum that dis­
plays them. Or can I? 
According to a United States Supreme Court 
ruling in 1973 (Miller v. California) if I get 
enough ofthecommunityto support a ban on 
such items then I can. 
The 5-4 decision was made at the height of 
one of the court's most liberal rulings, but 
now in the 90's with an increasingly conser­
vative court, the chances of an appeal for the 
Florida record store owner or anyone else 
facing artistic censorship being met with 
favor are getting quite slim. 
The First Amendment is yet another Con­
stitutional issue which is dividing the coun­
try. After 200 years of stability, will the 
document that holds the country together 
tear it apart? 
child? What are the long term effects for 
someone repeatedly exposed over a four-
year period? 
The school is constantly looking for safer 
chemicals to be used on the lawns. The 
fertilizers are applied only when the grounds 
department thinks they are needed. All of the 
workers that apply the chemicals are well-
trained and certified by the state of Califor­
nia. 
Rocha said that the school has won national 
awards for its safe use of chemicals. He also 
pointed out that the campus is probably safer 
in terms of lawn chemicals than an average 
household, which is a safe assumption. 
The problem with the chemical use at USD 
is the concept under which they are used. 
Everything done to the lawns is done in order 
to keep the lawns looking lush and green and 
perfect 365 days a year. 
While green lawns are nice, is the risk and 
cost involved in the widespread useof chemi­
cals here at USD worth having perfect grass 
all the time? A few brown spots and a few 
weeds will not send the school to academic 
ruin. 
The grounds department should continue to 
look for safer chemicals and products to use 
on the lawns. The school should rethink its 
emphasis on the picture perfect appearance 
ofthecampus. Perhaps some of the attention 
(and money) paid toward the beautiful sur­
face of our campus could be redirected to­
ward making the academic infrastructure 
stronger. 
Let's all ban together Letters continued 
Dear Editor: 
I write to you for help. I would like to 
solicit your help in finding the student 
who owns a car I want to find. This is a 
special car, I can assure you. I hope you 
can help me out. 
This car is special to me, andothers, I am 
told, feel the same way. I don't love this 
car for it's color, for it's shape, for it's 
maker. No, I love this car for it's alarm. 
And this is no normal alarm. It's a real 
beauty. Every day, all day, this car is 
parked somewhere along the east end of 
Marian Way, with it's alarm going off, all 
day, every day. No simple horn for this 
one-it has a million different noises it can 
and does make, from sirens to horns to 
whistles. Music to my ears, it is. And it 
add so much to my class in Harmon Hall. 
I would like your help in finding the 
owner of this car, hoping to convince him 
or her to park up in the Vista lot and take 
the new, spiffy tram, or better yet, disable 
the alarm if not stop using it while park­
ing on campus. 
If not, I fear I may go looking for the car, 
find it, and coat the windows of the car 
with saliva. 
Sincerely, 
Art La flam me 
Editor's note: Make sure to send any 
letters to the editor to the VISTA office 
care of "Letters to the Editor." Include 
your name and phone number. Your 
name can be with held at your request, but 
we need to have your name in order to run 
the letter. 
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Bid a buck a box 
by Renee Bukovchik 
Hut one, hut two... SOLD to the starving 
student in the red shirt! 
Monday, Gamma Phi sisters will be spon­
soring a "Bid-A-Box" fund-raiser event to 
benefit their international philanthropy, Camp 
Seashclt. The event will coincide with a 
showingof the Monday NightFootball Game 
at 5:30 in UC Forum B. 
Bid-A-Box" is just a name for a dinner in 
a box, assembled by Gamma Phi Beta 
members. Thecompletedinners include food 
bought and donated by the members. By 
luck of the draw, one box could include 
sandwiches and gourmet cookies, and an­
other could Campbell's soup and potatoes. 
Regardless of the tasty contents, the boxes 
will be auctioned off individually by Presi­
dent Mary Carson, and are designed for 
immediate take-out or donation. 
Individuals and organizations can bid on 
dinners. If one group dominates the bidding, 
they can indicate where 20 percent of their 
donation will be allocated. 
"Bid-a-Box" is a first-of-its-kind fund-raiser 
and brainchild of one Gamma Phi sister. It 
does have a specific purpose: "It's a fun 
event designed to raise money," said sopho­
more Hays Fraim, philanthropy chairperson. 
Camp Scashelt will benefit the most from 
the proceeds. The year-round camp, located 
in British Columbia, is for underprivileged 
American and Canadian girls who otherwise 
couldn't afford to go to summer camp. The 
Gamma Phi Beta sorority funds the entire 
operation which is staffed by American and 
Canadian Gamma Phi's. 
Camp Seashclt receives applications on 
referral from health, school, and community 
agencies for girls ages 8-12, who would 
benefit from a holiday, who are in good 
health, and whose behavior is not disruptive. 
There is a registration fee of $35 requested 
from the parents but there is no other cost, 
such as transportation, clothing, or bedding. 
Counselors are sorority alumni or collegiates, 
but the 5-year old USD chapter hasn't sent 
any sisters as of yet. 
No bones about it-
anthropology is not a dead issue 
October is Breast Cancer Prevention Month 
USD's Health Center will offer free exams in October. Examinees 
can request a female doctor, and appointment is necessary. 
fESTY IMTERMATI©NAL IS BACK? 
First meeting next week—see posted flyers for more details. 
by Keith Colvin 
Being an anthropology major at USD, I 
have been asked more than once, "What are 
you going to do with anthropology?" 
The answer is difficult because the variety 
of career opportunities in anthropology is 
basically limitless, so I answer by saying, 
"Anything I want," a response which is 
greeted with a look of "You don' t know what 
the hell you're going to do!" 
In the words of David Givens, author of 
"Careers in Anthropology," "Anthropology 
is one of the few major fields to combine 
fascinating coursework and practical career 
training in one academic package." 
Anthropology is the study of man. It in­
cludes future, past, and present perspectives. 
But how, exactly, is anthropological study 
structured? 
Anthropology is made up of four sub-disci­
plines: Physical and Cultural Anthropolo­
gies, Linguistics, and Archaeology. Each 
has its own theoretical orientation. Anthro­
pology is not just digging in search of ancient 
cultures, an impression reinforced by such 
Hollywood movies as the Indiana Jones se­
ries. 
And what can one do with an anthropology 
major? Traditionally, it has been most popu­
lar as an academic field of study. However, 
anthropological knowledge is being applied 
increasingly to non-academic areas where 
individuals are employed by companies, 
firms, and agencies. 
Anthropology consists of many interesting 
fields, and the career choice of a student is as 
diverse as mankind. Some of the many 
options include broadcasting, criminal jus­
tice, education, environmentprotection, labor 
relations, military affairs, nutritional assess­
ment, water resources, and economic, hous­
ing, and urban development. 
Career opportunities are bounded by what 
man is. Some of the more unique possibili­
ties for employment are: 
CHANGE AGENT. A Change agent is 
committed to bringing about change in 
communities. The work may be done on 
behalf of a development agency, and often 
involves introducing new technology. 
CULTURE BROKER. This role involves 
acting as a communicator between two cul­
turally different groups. A typical activity is 
working for a hospital that has an ethnically 
diverse clientele. The broker helps physi­
cians better understand the culture of the 
patients they are attempting to treat and helps 
patients better understand the treatment they 
are undergoing. 
IMPACT ASSESSOR. This involves re­
search to determine the impact of various 
activities, likeconstructing areservoir, chang­
ing a fisheries management plan, or closing 
an army base. The research is almost always 
continued on page 7 
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A marketable college grad 
by Sheila Kube 
—Labor force growth will slow in the 
future due to slowing population growth. 
—The proportion of workers with a col­
lege background has increased substan­
tially since the mid '70s. 
The continually changing job market makes 
it necessary for job seekers to be updated. 
But how does one discover these changes in 
the job market? 
There are many resources to which the ca­
reer-seeker can look to for help. 
Both the Career Center and the library offer 
an abundance of information about occupa­
tions and career choices. For example, the 
Occupational Outlook Handbook by the US 
DepartmentofLabor lists theearnings, train­
ings, qualifications, and work conditions of 
many jobs and can be found in the library. 
Other books provide the career-seeker with 
important statistics which can effect his or 
her choice of occupation. The 1987-90 Fact 
Book on Higher Education, for example, 
concludes the following: 
- During the years 1986 to 2000, the number 
of jobs are projected to increase by 19 per­
cent. 
-The fastest growing occupations between 
1986 to 2000 are expected to be paralegal 
personnel, medical assistants and physical 
therapists. 
- The occupations with the largest job growth 
between 1986 to 2000 are expected to be 
retail sales persons, waiters and waitresses, 
and registered nurses. 
Career planning is more than self-analysis. 
It is understanding the world of work. Randy 
Powell, author of Career Planning Today, 
explains that by understanding occupational 
options, one can objectively correlate per­
sonal realities with employment objectives. 
For those who are confused about career 
choices, The College Placement Council 
Annual recommends asking oneself the 
following questions: 
1. What are you doing when you are most 
comfortable with yourself? 
2. When in your life have you felt most 
respected or valued for your work, paid or 
unpaid? 
3. When do you feel most motivated and 
energized? 
After answering these questions, there are 
many sources of information that can help 
one enact a decision. 
Once a career decision has been made, 
there are many places to find job openings: 
*State employment service offices 
*Civil service announcements 
"•Classified ads 
"•Local and out-of-town newspapers 
"•Professional journals and trade magazines 
"•Labor unions 
"•Professional associations (State and local 
chapters) 
"•Libraries and community centers 
""Women's counseling and employment 
programs 
"•Youth programs 
"•College placement services 
"•Employment agencies; career consultants 
"•Parents, friends, and neighbors 
Today's student is tomorrow's business­
man and preparation is a neccesity. 
Estimated Average Starting Salaries 
for 1990-91 
New Bachelor's-Degree Graduates 
Estimated Average Estimated Average 
Academic Maiors Startina Salaries Mninrs Startina Salaries 
Electrical Engineering $33,391 Social Science $21,949 
Computer Science $32,958 Personnel Admin. $21,664 
Physics $29 AO Education $21476 
Nursing $28/452 Hotel, Restaurant and 
Accounting $28,133 Institutional Mgmt. $21,375 
Chemistry $26,976 Communications $21,357 
Mathematics $25,967 Liberal Arts $20,851 
Financial Administration $25090 Advertising $20448 
Marketing/Sales $24,823 Retailing $19,476 
Business Administration $22,500 Journalism $18,803 
Anthropology: no 
continued from page 6 
done before the action occurs and usually 
follows agency guidelines closely. 
NEEDS ASSESSOR. In this research role, 
the anthropologist determines the needs of a 
group of people. For example, a community 
center may have an assessor survey the sur­
rounding neighborhood to determine what 
programs should be offered. 
ADVOCATE. 'Advocate anthropologists' 
support the goals of community groups and 
individuals and take someone's side. Usu­
ally this means joining political struggles on 
behalf of less powerful people against power-
holders. 
Anthropology is not just studying some far-
off or ancient culture. Today's anthropology 
is state-of-the-art and adaptive to the many 
variations of mankind. The field is so diverse 
compiled by Christine Thompson 
Stephanie Bernardo, Freshman 
Business-Tue told so many lies, 
I can't choose. 
Wayman Strickland, Junior-
Communications-- Yes mom, 
I do have good study hahits. 
I'm all caught up. 
Abe Salen, Senior -Political 
Science- My name is honest Abe; 
I've never told a lie. 
Cyril Vidergar, Freshman -
Economics— When I had alcohol 
poisoning for three days and said I 
hadn 't drank anything. 
Ed Beck, Sophomore-Computer 
Sci & Math- It's okay, I love you. 
photos by Norman Choi 
bones about it... 
that one may create his or her own niche. 
The required courses in anthropology are 
offered through the Behavioral Sciences 
department. The graduate's transcript will 
reflect courses taken in psychology, ethnol­
ogy, sociology, philosophy, environmental 
studies, history, and religion. 
Some particular courses that can be taken 
for the major are "Pacific Peoples: Microne­
sia, Polynesia," "Museum/Archaeology," 
"Kinship and Social Organization," and 
"Exotic Art and Creativity." 
With such broad topics covered by the 
anthropology major, a student has the oppor­
tunity to study the field of one's preference 
which can then be applied to a career fulfill­
ing one's best interests. 
Need Money? 
Start your own business for $150. This 
opportunity could finance your entire 
education and you'll have fun doing it. 
Distribute REAL designer fragrances 
for men and women. Almost everyone 
likes to wear a good fragrance, but 
many can't afford them. These are good 
AND affordable. If you're outgoing 
and enjoy fragrances, then this <s for 
you. Male/Female. 272-9038 
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for the USD Community 
Missing Your sweetheart? 
I'll make it easy for you to 
get home. 
Call 297 - 6134 
FAST FUNDRAISING 
PROGRAM 
$ 1000 IN JUST ONE WEEK. 
Earn up to $1000 in one 
week for your campus 
organization. 
Plus a chance at 
$5000 more! 
This program works! 
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Specializing in Air Brush & 
Curved Nails 
*SCULPTURED NAILS * 
*NAILTIPS* FIBERGLASS* 
* KRYSTAL NAILS 
* ACRYLIC NAILS* 
*GEL NAILS* 
MON-SAT 9-7 PM 
SUN By Appt. 
Special rates for new 
customers 
569-8171 
7514 MESA COLLEGE DR. 
T O P  C A T  
t z n o u s z u c  
226-7703 
T.C. P. 4968- P  
• Time Starts and Ends at Your Door 
• Ask about our FREE "Party Package" 
• The best rates in town! 
^FREE 1 HOUR^ 
With purchase of Our 
Minimun Service* 
1 coupon per 
customer 
jje 
(3 Hours on Fri.-Sun.) 
(2Hours on Mon.-Thurs.) 
Show your spirit! Support your Toreros 
Things to do for Homecoming 
Thursday: Happy Hour at the Grille with 
comedian Steven Kravitz 9pm. 
Friday: International Fair and Float building 
AS concert Series with Social Distortion, 
Valley Soccer Field 5:30pm 
Soccer vs. University of Pennsylvania, 
Torero Stadium 7:30pm 
Saturday: USD Football vs. UC Santa Barbara, Torero 
Stadium 1:30 pm 
Homecoming dance: Coming Home in Style, 
San Diego Mariott Hotel 7pm. Tickets $45 
Deadline is today! 
Take a look at comedian Steven Kravitz appear­
ing at the Thursday night Happy Hour in the 
Grille at 9pm. Free food and refreshments. 
The VISTA proudly presents 
Hostile Man for Homecoming Queen 
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There's More to the library than meets the eye! 
by Summer Brown 
Some of you are probably finding out that 
you have research papers to start for your 
classes. Well, there is this building on our 
campus as well as well as on most other 
college campuses- it is a LIBRARY. 
Oh! you've heard of it. Here's everything 
you could have ever wondered about Copley 
Library, the UCSD libraries and the SDSU 
library. 
At USD, our library has about 220,000 titles 
and 300,000 volumes. This is relatively 
small when compared with the research li­
brary at UCSD. Between the four libraries of 
UCSD there are 1,888,207 volumes and 
SDSU has 791,475. Copley has about 1600 
periodicals while UCSD has 325,000 peri­
odicals and SDSU has over 213,000 periodi­
cals. 
The strongest departments in the Copley 
library are the liberal arts section and the 
business information section. 
At UCSD the science and engineering de­
partments are the largest. Since they do not 
have a business or teacher education school 
do no;t go there for research in those areas. 
They just opened a new International Rela­
tions Library as well. 
The faculty and library administration has 
been working on a project to computerize the 
Copely Library card catalogue for two years. 
All the books must be inserted into a main 
database. The completion date is set for the 
end of the spring semester, 1991. The cost is 
about the same as putting up a new building 
on our campus. 
When the computerized system is working 
there will be terminals all over campus for 
easy access into the library's system. Also, if 
you live off campus and have a phone modem 
you will be able to call and connect to the 
libraries database. On your terminal, you will 
be able to tell if a book is available for check 
our and when a book is due back. 
Realizing a need for more librarians, two 
people have joined the Copely staff. Many 
students do not realize that Librarians are 
considered professors or administrators and 
the library currently has seven full-time 
librarians, one part time librarian, and two 
full- time administrators between the media 
center and Copley. 
Copley has many computerized systems to 
aid people in their periodical research. The 
first in Info Trac. This system goes as far 
back as four years and indexes 1200 periodi­
cals. 
Also, there is a Cumulative Index to Nurs­
ing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) 
and an Education Research Information 
Center (ERIC). 
Lastly, for business students there is ABI 
Inform and Lotus. A PSYCH Inform will be 
installed within two months and will carry a 
variety of periodicals in a broad range called 
the psychological abstract. This system will 
cover the subject area of social sciences. 
Although our library is relatively small, the 
librarians have access to a database called 
OCLC. This system links 4,000 libraries 
throughout North America. Books are lo­
cated by title, author, and/or subject. 
Now that you've located this book that you 
Back to the sixties 
by Chris Thompson 
San Diego takes a trip back in time to the 
most politically active period in modern his­
tory. 
Mark Kitchell's award-winning film, 
Berkeley in the Sixties, recaptures the high­
lights of a time not too easily forgotten pre­
mieres at the Ken Cinema, October 18, at 
7:15 pm. 
Admission is $6 and there are no advanced 
ticket sales, so arrive early. Proceeds for the 
showing go towards the Project on Youth and 
Non-Military Opportunities. 
The film depicts the era of the sixties through 
its involved and enlightened cast, including 
were looking for, you can have itdelivered to 
you right here at USD. This courier system 
works between UCSD, SDSU, and USD, but 
books can be delivered from anywhere in 
America. The service is free with the excep­
tion of magazine articles which will cost a fee 
due to photo copy expenses. When they are 
delivered to Copley, you then check out the 
books just like normal. 
If you have been to the upper level of the old 
Camino wing, you might have noticed a lis­
tening center where you can bring your own 
music and relax, take a break from school,etc.. 
A couple of weeks ago a concerned student 
suggested keeping the library open later. Mr. 
Starkey assured me that a proposal to keep 
our library open until midnight on week nights 
is being considered. Our library is open more 
hours that either UCSD or SDSU. Copley 
also stays open on floating holidays when 
other libraries are closed. 
New books are coming in all the time and 
the librarians are helpful so check out the 
LIBRARY! 
appearances by Ronald Reagan, Martin Lu­
ther King Jr., Mario Savio, Huey Newton, 
Allen Ginsberg and The Grateful Dead. Also 
shown are recent interviews with activists 
Bobby Seale, Jackie Goldberg and David 
Hilliard. 
The soundtrack for the film is composed of 
music by Jefferson Airplane, The Grateful 
Dead, Jimi Hendrix, Creedence Clearwater 
Revival, The Band, Little Richard, SNCC 
Freedom Singers and more. 
Along with the film, songwriter Joel Edel-
stein and other guest speakers share their 
personal experiences of Berkeley in the Six­
ties. 




•Full weave $35 
•Spirals 
•Perms $30 
(long hair extra) 
•Full set acrylics 




1/2 leg $15 
*Bikini $12 
ELIAS HAIR DESIGN 
KEARNY MESA 7608 Linda Vista Rd.(Mesa College Dr. & 163) 
268-8865 Mastey, Paul Mitchell, Aveda, Sebastian, etc. 
Specials not valid when stylist is requested. Exp.10/4/89 
Legos aid abused 
women and children 
by Molly Dunn 
"Some people were cheating. It wasn't 
fair. People brought theirown Legos. The 
same people always win." 
As with any contest, there was the usual 
angry individual who seemed on the verge 
of both crying and yelling. 
The unusual part was the voice came from 
a 35-year old mother and team member in 
the Sixth Annual Lego Construction Zone 
in Horton Plaza's Sports Deck this past Sat­
urday. This adult (?) was clearly the excep­
tion in Saturday's fundraiser for the YMCA 
and YWCA Programs for Runaways and 
Abused Women and Children. Nearly 
everyone seemed to be having fun, imagin­
ing, and creating. 
To enter, each team consisting of two to 
five members donated $ 12 to compete in a 
Lego creative design contest. Lego Com­
pany provided $100,000 worth of Legos, 
and all participants kept the 
Legos that they used for their design. There 
were also raffle prizes for the top five 
designs. Teh contest was open to anyone, 
and each team used only the Legos pro­
vided for their team. YMCA and YWCA 
are expected to split an estimated $15,000. 
Jonathon Segal, chairman of the event, 
said that the idea was created by local archi­
tects. Family-type teams created together to 
raise money for a worthy, family-oriented 
cause. The Schmidt family participated for 
just this reason. Mary Alice Schmidt also 
liked how individuals pulled together as a 
team. Daria Mason, a woman in her mid-
twenties, confessed that her all-adult team 
consisted of "Lego-fanatics" who use Legos 
at home. 
The contest ran the gamut not only in ages 
and team types but also in designs. The four 
semi-finalist constructions differed dramati­
cal ly from a space station, to a county court­
house, pirate, and a nutcracker. 
The final prize was a rockinghorse built by 
Bob, M'Lu, and 17-year old Bobby Col-
bourne. The winners were very excited. 
Julie Severide, a YWCA volunteer coor­
dinator, was also happy with Saturday's 
"incredible, fabulous event." She warns 
interested parties to sign up early as 200 
people were turned away this year. Next 
year's organizers plan to expand the pro­
gram and accommodate more people. 
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RUNE your weekend downtown 
by Jenn Messina 
Friday October 4,1990, RUNE Gallery on 
507 5th Avenue had its debut. This is not just 
another gallery in downtown San Diego— it 
was opened and is run by four graduates of 
USD. 
Their names are Brent Freeman, art director 
and exhibit designer, Steve Dent, Katie Novak, 
and Raul Zuniga. They rent out the space and 
will have new displays every month. 
This month through November 12 Rocha,a 
professor at USD, will have his work dis­
played at RUNE. His paintings express war 
(Vietnam in particular) and its effects on 
people as individuals. 
James Rocha has been a professor at USD 
for 101/2 years and 
this will be is last semester. Through his art 
work, Rocha has "Finally taken a stand" for 
his feelings about the war. 
Rocha served two tours of duty in Vietnam. 
He realizes that this kind of artwork is tem­
peramental, especially after an era of censor­
ship, and it offends some people. 
The students designed the composition of 
the gallery and created movable walls in 
order to change its appearance with every 
show—since the room design has a large 
effect on the how the work is viewed in a 
showing. 
Wine and other appetizers were offered at 
the opening, and many darkly clad USD 
graduates, current students, and friends of the 
artist were brouwsing around admiring the 
work of James Rocha and the four gallary 
founders. Hard work and extensive planning 
have made the gallery a must to see—again 
and again. 
A few of Rocha's most captivating pieces 
are titled: Death in the Jungle—a three piece 
work, Choosing Sides—a 24 x20 two-piece 
work, Trying to Forget, and Death in a distant 
Land. Most of the work shown is from 1989, 
and any piece may be purchased. 
Last year, Rocha's work was also displayed 
in USD's Founders Gallery during the spring 
semester. That show also included his figure 
drawings of Vietnam. 
RUNE Gallery encourages students to come 
downtown and see what it has to offer. The 
phone number is 595-1941, and it is a great 
place in which to escape to and be cultured! 
Future scenes to attend: 
Fifth Anual Quest International '90-Oct 19- 10am to 3pm, at UCSD 
International Center-534-1123 
34th Anual International Festival-Oct 13-6:30 to ?, $3, Montazuma Hall 
SDSU Aztec center 
1990 NAS Miramar Fightertown Festival-Oct 20- 9am to 8pm; 537-6479 
a column by 
Jenn Messina 
the basic truth iL MA trip downtown" 
11:40pm. We hop into the van and take off. 
The four of us don't plan on leaving the 
safety of the van tonight. That will be next 
weekend. Tonight is simply for observa­
tion—we do need to educate ourselves be­
fore we sleep downtown. 
We are now on the South 163. We talk 
lightly about our expectations for the eve­
ning. The driver, Brian Mulhall, has already 
been where we arc going, but he believes 
that we need to see it for ourselves. 
We all decide that Horton Square will 
probably be swarming with homeless. After 
all, during theday that is definitely the case, 
so why would it be any different at night? 
11:45pm. C street, Broadway, F-Brian has 
decided to inform us that the square is empty 
at night. Wow. Where do they all go? We 
begin to look. It seems as though someone 
has scoured the streets. I can't believe we 
have to search for the homeless! 
11:50pm. Ah, here we go. Well, the home­
less have to sleep on these side streets where 
the danger is even worse. Great. Brian in­
forms us why shopping carts are so essential 
to these people. Not only do they provide a 
place for their things, but while sleeping, a 
them act as a wall against intruders. 
There has been a lot of bum rolling lately. 
How frightening for these people to sleep in 
fear, unprotected every night of their lives. 
11:51 pm. Now Brian says,"...do you wanna 
see the bad part?..." Sure. As if all the people 
sleeping distortedly on filthy concrete with 
no shelter, thin weak bodies, and no proper 
health care wasn't bad enough. 
As we get to the bad part, now I under­
stand. All kinds of hard and mean looking 
people roaming the streets as if it were 
12noon. Women standing on the sidewalks 
by themselves. Drug deals going down. 
Someone is pissed off at someone else and 
is screaming about a centimeter away from 
their face. 
How ironic that I don't see any cop cars 
here, only on the other more silent side 
streets. 
11:55pm. The streets we're on now have no 
rules. We are so close to these people but 
seemingly a world apart. All the more 
reason to help them out, get their voices 
heard, rehabilitate them, treat them as our 
brothers and sisters. That's what it is all 
about. 
11:56pm. We want to pull over and talk to 
these people, but we arc hardly dressed for 
the occasion. Not to mention that pulling up 
in a clean white van might look suspicious. 
After all, that would definitely piss me off if 
I was trying to sleep and some kids tried to 
interview me. We need to save that for later, 
when we blend in. 
11:57pm. We go in some direction that 
takes us to a less hard area of the homeless. 
I see women and men now. Before it was a 
little harder to distinguish between the two. 
Here, again, people are awake. What else is 
there to do? I don't see any gangs around. 
11:58pm. We are all kind of silent now. 
What can one say after witnessing what we 
just had? Sometimes a little silence can 
speak a thousand words. Fortunately, we 
don't plan on keeping these observations to 
ourselves. People must become aware and 
take action. And soon. 
This Week in AS 
Remember Wednesday thru Friday 
Send flowers to your favorite 
football player 
and 
Tie Dye your shirts Blue and White 
in front of the UC during lunch 
Pre-Game Festivities on the Canyon Field ^  
Saturday beginning at 10 am 
Be There!!! > 
AS Volleyball Tournament 
October 21st 
all day at Ocean Beach 
Sign ups in front of the UC 




Friday, Oct. 12th 
5:30pm - Valley Soccer Field 
FLOAT BUILDING 
all night at the 
Intramurals Field 
Oct. 12th 8pm 
Free Food and drinks 
Everyone is wlecome 
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up to your eyes, dim the lights 
and try to fill out your taxes. 
Now you're seeing things from 
her point of view. 
A Public Service of Internal 
Th,s Publ,canon R|^ f^j)J 
for someone else it might be 
arthritis or maybe they just can't 
cope. The fact is, last year 4 
million Americans got the help they 
needed from IRS Volunteer 
Assistance Programs. 
If you have the desire to help 
and a basic aptitude for math, you 
could become a part of the IRS 
Volunteer Assistance Programs. 
The programs are year-round 
and open to any company, 
organization or individual that 
would like to give something back 
to their community. The training is 
free and the rewards are enriching. 
So volunteer and call 1 800 424-1040. 
Beginning October 1,1990, please 
call 1800 829-1040. 
Volunteer and help make 
someone's taxes less taxing. 
Fly back into history with the crew of Memphis Belle 
by Jonathan Canedo 
During World War II the United States and 
Great Britain engaged in a strategic bombing 
campaign against Germany. The campaign 
was designed to cripple Germany's war-
fighting capabilities. It was an utter failure. 
It was also one of the most dangerous 
assignments in the military. 
Odds were that one in three of the Americans 
who flew bombing missions over Germany 
would not return. The crews had to contend 
with lethal enemy fighters and fight through 
deadly anti-aircraft guns which ringed the 
targets. They also had to fight the bitter cold 
at the altitudes that they flew. 
Each US aircrew had to fly 25 missions 
before they completed their tour of duty and 
could return home. But the odds were against 
any crew successfully doing that. That was 
until the Memphis Belle completed her 24th 
mission. 
If she could successfully fly one more 
mission, her crew would become the first 
aircrew to finish a tour of duty. They would 
be able to return home to a hero's welcome, 
and participate in a drive to boost the sale of 
war-bonds and help lift flagging morale at 
home. 
Memphis Belle, a justreleased film starring 
ten excellent, young actors, tells the story of 
the Memphis Belle and her fateful 25th 
mission. The mission, which the crew hoped 
would be a milk-run, or easy sortie, over 
France was instead to bomb a cluster of 
factories in Bremen, Germany. 
A mission to Bremen, well beyond the 
range of friendly fighters, was considered 
extremely dangerous. When the mission 
was announced, the odds slowly turned 
against the crew finishing their tour safely. 
The film realistically conveys the tension 
and fear which accompanied the crew on the 
flight and also of the squadron' s com mand ing 
officer, portrayed by David Strathairn, as he 
waits in England for his unit to return from 
the raid. 
The crew of the Memphis Belle is played by 
an exceptionally talented group of actors. 
Prior to the filming of the movie, they were 
sent through an intensive training regime 
that culminated in a full Marine survival 
course. The idea behind sending the actors 
through the course was to inspire an espirit 
de corps. It was important to make the actors 
feel part of a tight-knit group, as if they had 
flown 24 terrifying missions together. 
Matthew Modine is the pilot, Dennis 
Dearborn. He turns in an excellent 
performance as the serious-minded pilot 
determined tocomplete his mission and return 
safely with his crew intact. 
Eric Stoltz, who played Rocky Dennis in 
the film Mask, is the Memphis Belle's 
idealistic radio operator and Sean Astin, son 
of Patty Duke and John Astin, plays a 
womanizing turret gunner. Both add to the 
film with equally strong performances. 
continued on page 12 
Verdi Good Study 
Break at Symphony 
by Linda Murray 
I ran into Copley Symphony Hall 10 minutes 
late, mad about parking and worried about 
papers and exams. I could already hear 
Verdi's "Overture to La Forza del Destino " 
over the house speaker system. 
Adding insult to injury, I had missed the 
first movement. After Verdi I rushed in and 
took my seat, wondering why I had come to 
the symphony at all. 
A moment later I knew. The pianist, Horacio 
Gutierrez, nodded to Conductor Yaov Talm i, 
and the journey began (in the form of 
Rachmaninoff's "Rhapsody on a Theme of 
Paganini: Opus 43"). 
Immediately I was cured of all my worries. 
W aves of music crashed over the audience as 
Gutierrez's fingers glided over the keys. 
Talmi ably conducted the San Diego 
Symphony, which truly did Rachmaninoff 
justice. 
This particular piece is so moving that it 
actually inspires thought as it dissolves petty 
cares. One can almost see the story that the 
music might tell. I heard an obnoxious man 
at a party, rainfall, the Running of the Bulls, 
and a baby being born. The symphony can 
become a canvas for creativity once you 
open your mind and really, really listen. 
So, if the world is too much with you, take 
a brief vacation with the San Diego 
Symphony, at 7th and C. For further 
information call 278-TIXS, or go to the box 
office at 750 B street, downtown. 
If you are a symphony fanatic, be sure to ask 
for their student discountpackage. But if you 
are just a starving student who likes the 
symphony, ask about rush tickets and other 
discounts. When all is said and done, just sit 
back and enjoy. 
Graphic by Catherine Maule 
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The latest experience in alternative musical pastries 
by C. Hardy Kalisher 
"Support freedom of speech, freedom of 
choice, abolish apartheid, love your mother 
and always remember, skateboarding is not a 
crime." 
Alternative rock-n-roll band Mary's 
Danish's new release, Experience is a 
collection of original songs, with the 
exception of one cover, recorded live at 
Ventura Theater. 
A style that might be called "innovative 
rock fusion," Mary's Danish combines its 
band members' individual distinct musical 
backgrounds of funk, punk, country, 
psychedelia, and R&B, into an exciting sound 
which makes the timid heart want to leap into 
the "pit" and start slamming. 
The energetic band sprung onto the 
alternative music scene in 1989 with its new 
music chart top five hit "there goes the 
wonder" truck and the single "Don't Crash 
the Car Tonight." 
As with most alternative bands, vocalist 
and co-founder of the band Julie Ritter said 
"we like this Experience a lot because we 
consider ourselves a live band first and this 
captures the spirit of the band." | 
Recent tours with The Red Hot Chili Peppers 
and Stan Ridgeway and an appearance at last 
spring's UC San Diego New Music Festival 
has helped promote Mary's Danish,s recent 
growth in popularity. 
Listeners will be able to hear the influences 
of drummer James Bradley Jr. and guitarist 
Louis Gutierrez, both of whom joined the 
band late in the recording of wondertruck. 
Also featured in the band are vocalist 
Gretchen Seager, guitarist David King, and 
bassist Chris Wager. 
The only cover song on the album is Jimi 
Hendrix's "Foxy Lady." 
"There are two artist we can all agree on— 
Hendrix and Led Zepplin—so it's a tribute to 
Jimi, as is the artwork and the title of the 
record," Ritter continues.. 
"We never wanted to be an all-girl band. 
We always wanted to be in a band that played 
hard like Hendrix, because there were no Robert Hilburn of the LA Times called really more of a drug than an edible: it's 
girls that we knew of, outside of some of the Mary's Danish "the perfectrock dish for the visceral, evocative, and addictive rock and 
metal bands, who were doing that—twowhite *90's," echoing the raves of audiences and roll—a clean "experience" that hits you right 
girls playing rad funk or hard rock." critics nationwide. But Mary's Danish is 
Best Selling Books 
Fiction Nonfiction 
1 Memories Of Midnight 
by Sidney Sheldon 
1 By Way Of Deception 
by Victor Ostrovsky and Claire Hoy 
2 Four Past Midnights 
by Stephen King 
2 Darkness Visible 
by William Styron 
3 The Burden O f  Proof 
by Scott Turow 
3 Millie's Book 
as dictated to Barbara Bush 
4 The General In His Labyrinth 
by Gabriel Garcia Marpuez 
4 The Civil War: An Illustrated History 
by Geoffrey C. Ward 
5 Surrender The Pink 
by Carrie Fisher 
5 Get To The Heart: My Story 
by Barbara Mandrell 
6 Lady Boss 
by Jackie Collins 
6 You Just Don't Understand 
by Deborah Tannen 
7 The Stand 
by Stephen King 
7 Homecoming 
by John Bradshaw 
8 Hocus Pocus 
by Kurt Vonnegut 
8 Wealth Without Risk 
by Charles J. Givens 
Courtesy of the Los Angeles Times 
Sinia Costumes 
available at... 
San Diego - University of San Diego 
Bookstore 
Downtown - Big Save 
416 Broadway 
El Cajon - Ruth Ann's Hallmark 
1059 Broadway 
Chula Vista - Standees 
279 3rd Ave. 
Escondido - Deborah's 
1624E Valley Parkway 
Pacific Beach - Paper Trends 
1826Garnet Ave. 
FREE 2 
tube of makeup with 




I (with this coupon) 
I 
I 1 block East of the Roller Coaster 
in Mssion Beach 
Dona Marias 
850 West Missson Bay Dr. 
| 488-1414 
Expires 10/21/90j 
Hey, don't have a cow man, 
tonight ain't no rerun, dude 
by Chris Orr 
Fox watchers rejoice! The Simpsons have 
returned. America's favorite family is 
returning to the tube tonight with all new 
episodes. 
After weeks of re-runs that were going up 
against the new NBC Cosby shows, the 
Simpsons slipped in the Nielsens. 
Tonights episode has Bart Simpson in 
trouble with his school. He might even have 
to repeat the Fourth Grade. Will Bart pull it 
off, or is it just another con? 
"No comment, man." said Bart when asked 
to reveal the ending to the media. 
The much anticipated return of Matt 
Groenig's creation has Fox executives 
wondering if they had waited to long and 
whether or not they can make up the distance 
in the ratings. 
"We just thought that we would make old 
Cosby their over confident with his 
questionable talent," said Homer Simpson in 
an exclusive interview with the VISTA "we 
figured that we could mess with him before 
we squashed him like a bug." 
With that in mind the Fox marketing team 
has come up with a series of previews showing 
Bart praying to God for a large audience. 
"We hope that we will appeal to the religious 
crowd." said Lisa Simpson in a cynical 
tone." 
The first episode of the new season airs 
tonight on Fox channel 6 at 8pm. 
Memphis Belle soars high 
continued from page 11 
A pleasant surprise is the movie is the 
casting of Harry Connick, Jr, as the tail-
gunner. Connick, best known for his career 
as a jazz singer and pianist and for his 
soundtrack to When Harry Met Sally..., 
serenades the crew on missions and plays 
the piano during one scene. 
Reed Edward Diamond, as the flight 
engineer; Tate Donovan, the co-pilot; DB 
Sweeney, the navigator; Billy Zane, the 
bombardier; and Courtney Gains and Neil 
Giuntoli, the waist-gunners, round out the 
crew. They all admirably portray their 
different characters and mesh well together, 
making them believable as a crew that has 
been through the war together. 
John Lithgow finishes out the cast as the 
public relations officer charged with 
orchestrating the return of the Memphis 
Belle's crew to the States, if they survive 
their last mission. 
The action in the film is as good as the cast. 
Real flying B-17s were used for the flying 
segments, as were authentic German Me-
109s and American Mustangs. The Me-I09 
was the mainstay of the Luftwaffe during the 
war and the Mustang proved to be the 
dominant fighter of the war. 
The movie was also filmed at an 
authentically reconstructed air base in 
England, providing the right fell for the film. 
Along with the excellent acting, the attention 
paid to the production result in one of the best 
films of the year. 
Memphis Belle is a great film. It couples 
believable action scenes with a plot which 
results in the viewer caring about the crew 
and wishing for their safe return. It's 
impossible not to feel for the crew, and the 
other bomber crews as well, as the last raid 
progresses and losses mount. 
If you see one movie this semester, see 
Memphis Belle. More than a story about the 
war, it is the story of ten young men who 
faced huge odds with courage, no matter 
what the cost. 
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Beer guzzling, sex starved, foulmouthed, slimy lizard-brain 
by Patty O'Connor 
I' ve always heard it said that women usually 
meet their husbands in college, and to be 
honest, it's beginning to scare the hell out of 
me. 
I always seem to meet guys like Joe. We 
met at a party. 
"Hi, I'm Joe," he had said, courteously 
putting his beer in the other hand to offer a 
handshake. 
"Hi. Get off my foot," I replied attempting 
to smile while gritting my teeth in pain. My 
toe felt like a suicidal frog at the bottom of a 
ten story building. 
Looking up at this robust, sweaty guy I 
became flustered and wondered what to say. 
Joe's hair looked like he had been involved 
in a severe Final Net accident, and his t-shirt 
encouraged men and women to play an 
ancient Indian sport naked. 
Suddenly, I became airborne in one big 
sweep — whisked off my feet and planted 
beside him protectively. Completely jolted, 
I made a mental note to bring Dramamine to 
my nextparty. Then I cursed his last girl friend 
for not buying him cologne for Christmas. 
Feeling queasy I imagined defacing his 
stupid shirt with my dinner. I tried to catch 
my breath when it occurred to me that I had 
been standing in the path of mindless 
beerseekers charging toward the newly 
arrived keg. 
They rushed past in a stampede trampling 
the weaker, skinnier guys who got in the 
way. They distorted their faces in search of 
the oaf inducing liquid as they sent their cups 
flying toward a horrified keg master. 
It was then that we decided to make our way 
outside. Joe led the way. Well, at least up 
until we got to the door. 
Bam! I saw it coming. The door slammed 
right in my face. I had definitely 
overestimated Joe. He had the timing and 
aim of a San Diego police officer. My nose 
EDITOR'S NOTE: 
Last week we decided to take an 
Off-Beat look at women, which we 
did through three separate columns, 
each dealing with a different aspect 
of women as we know them. 
Well, as we might have guessed, a 
whole bunch of female-types got 
hopping mad and called us, among 
other things, pigs. (See page 4) 
So, in the grand spirit of two wrongs 
don't make a right but usually make 
you feel a whole lot better, we 
decided to let women take over the 
page this week and do what they 
could to slander and defame men. 
Meanwhile, us pigs will be back 
writing about less dangerous issues 
next week. 
WO H0STIL6rf)AN'S 




1. A ruler. 
2. A Playboy. 
3. A surfboard they've been 
meaning to try. 
4. Nintendo. 
5. An attitude. 
6. A list of premeditated pick up 
lines. 
7. Dirty laundry. 
Where do they 
get off calling 




was hurting and I stood there for a second 
blinking my eyes. 
With evil thoughts dancing through my 
mind, I found the courage to go out and find 
Joe. 
Still dizzy, I stepped outside and scanned 
the faces for Mr. Personality. I spied him 
about 20 feet away looking at me with this 
ridiculous smirk on his face. I gave myself a 
pep talk as I made my way through the sea of 
people separating us. 
"All right you beer guzzling, tobacco-
chewing, sex starved, unshaven, overgrown, 
foul mouthed, slimy, lizard-brained schmuck, 
you 're about to get the ego blow of a lifetime." 
"Joe," I called, struggling past the last few 
people. "Hey, I thought you'd wait for me." 
"Look babe, life is too short to have anybody 
bringing me down." Wow, Plato reborn, 
trapped in the image of Joe. 
"Thanks for looking out for me back there. 
You're really strong. Are you an athlete?" I 
inquired. 
"Ya," Joe replied, lips wet with saliva and a 
twisted smile on his face. "And what kind of 
athlete are you, sweetheart?" he asked peering 
a little too closely into my face. 
Now, I wasn't too involved in sports, but I 
had been a cheerleader in my time. I decided 
to let him see just what kind of athlete I was. 
My high kick, however, was cut short just 
below his belt. 
"Ohhhh," he groaned. I could tell by the 
expression on his face that he wished there 
was a fast and easy way to put himself out of 
his misery right then and there. 
"After what I'd heard about you, I was 
afraid I'd missed," I said sweetly. 
Holding himself, he doubled forward. Men 
in all directions were holding themselves 
also, grimacing at Joe's discomfort. He 
teetered uncertainly and crashed to the 
ground. 
Fortunately his nose broke the fall. 
Mistakes men make 
Six helpful suggestions for the helpless 
Warren & Ed 
by East Haradin 
Time and time again I hear guys complaining 
that they just do not understand women or 
that women are impossible. I hope to offer a 
little help and insight by giving the following 
helpful hints for these confused souls. 
1. Don't get along with her mother. Girls 
never seem to like the guys that their mothers 
do. Yet, on the other hand, if the mother 
cannot stand the guy and expresses this to her 
daughter, this seems to strengthen any 
attraction the girl may have. The 
rebelliousness within a girl never seems to 
die. 
2. Watch for the wet spots! I have yet to 
meet a girl who finds any attraction or 
sexiness, not to mention manliness, from the 
wet spot that many guys leave after returning 
from thereslroom. Guys, please, use a square 
of toilet paper or shake one more time. Wet 
spot = instant TURN OFF! 
3. Be "Raw." To some extent, girls do like 
the rebellious, James Dean type. For some 
reason unknown to me, many girls want to 
feel as though they have someone they can 
"mold" to their own liking. This means that 
the unshaven, scraggly-haired, rude, 
obnoxious, inconsiderate, mannerless idiot 
that other guys wonder why a girl is with, 
holds great potential. 
4. Don't Over-Compliment. Girls have a 
limit to which their egos can be fed. Though 
it seems as though men can never be"overfed" 
where their egos are concerned, where the 
ego of a girl is concerned, girls tend to 
question a sudden showering of compliments 
coming from a member of the opposite sex. 
"What does this guy want? Does he say this 
to every girl he goes out to in order to sweep 
her off her feet? Does this guy own a book 
entitled "Compliments that result in gettin' 
down?" 
5. Flowers-andTiming. Idon'tcareifagirl 
is a bleeding-heart equal rights activist, she 
still melts from flowers. But the thing you 
guys need to know is that there is an important 
element to effective flower giving: timing. 
This means that flowers will not have the 
same effect if given after recipient of same 
catches you in bed with her best friend. Use 
your head guys. Flowers do not say "I'm 
sorry" in this situation. Instead, they say "I'm 
underestimating your intelligence." 
6. Don't be a backseat driver. Even though 
i t is fact that male dri vers between the ages of 
16 and 25 constitute the majority of 
automobile accidents in the United States, 
women have been stereotyped as being bad 
drivers. In fact, I believe that we are of the 
superior drivers. We can dress ourselves, 
apply a full face of make-up, floss our teeth, 
put on pantyhose, braid our hair, do crossword 
puzzles, give ourselves a complete manicure 
and beat our children while driving. Thus, 
telling a girl how to drive, telling her that she 
is driving too close behind someoneordriving 
too fast, is another big turn off. 
HOH'P YOU 
PO ON YOUR 
TEST? 
/ 
M All! AN A/// 
You qipn't srupy/f 
YOU PIW'T TAKE NOTES.'/ 
YOU NEVER COME To CLASS.'// 
I GOT A cm 
I STUDIED FOIl HOURS!! 
I TOOK COPIOUS NOTES.'/ 
I ALWAYS GO TO CLASS!!/ 
AN A" YOU GOT AN^1/ 
IN A STATE OF SHOCK.' 
IF- I HAD A 
HANDG-UN, YOU'D 
BE IN A POOL 
OF BLOOD... 
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Volleyball wins three in a row 
Maria Rickard bumps up!!! 
by Juan J. Alfonso 
The USD women's volleyball team 
bounced back from a two game losing streak 
to win all three games this past week. After 
defeating United States International and 
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, 3-0 and 3-1 re­
spectively, the Lady Toreros won their first 
league match against Santa Clara. 
The first match against USIU was some­
what of a warm-up for the two games later 
in the week. The squad had already de­
feated them earlier in the season by a score 
of 3-1. This time the squad took little time 
in disposing of their opponents. 
Sophomore Andrea Bruns and senior 
Angie Rais played an outstanding match. 
Bruns presented a major offensive threat 
with 16 kills while Rais played well overall 
and came up with 9 digs and 11 kills. Coach 
Sue Hegerle-Snyder considered this match 
a confidence builder for the two tougher 
matches to come. 
On Saturday, theLady Toreros took on Cal 
Poly SLO at the Sports Center. Once again 
the team played a very good match in all 
aspects and ended up taking the match by a 
score of 16-14,15-6,11-15, and 15-9. 
Angie Rais once again had a magnificent 
night helped by sophomore middle blocker 
Nikki Wallace. According to Snyder "Angie 
and Nikki owned the net." This was evident 
when one notes that Wallace had 16 kills 
while Rais had 19 kills and 3 block solos. 
The final game this week was a WCC 
league match played against Santa Clara. 
Coming off a psychological lift from the last 
two matches USD took the match 3 games 
to 2. This was an almost "must-win" situ­
ation for the team. According to sophomore 
Heather Dalley, the team needed this win to 
lift morale. "We had to prove to ourselves 
that we could win that game," stated Dalley. 
Angie Rais had her best night of the week 
with an impressive 18 kills, 18 digs, and 
three block solos. Wallace also did her 
share with 18 kills. 
This match was extremely important be­
cause the Lady Toreros now have a chance 
of reaching the .500 mark if they win next 
Friday. The team has six days to prepare for 
this match against USF. The squad will 
have to learn to adapt to USF's two passer 
system. The match will be played at the 
Sports Center and will begin at 7:30pm 
Chugger leads Toreros to Triumphant Charlotte Championship 
have it rebound towards Adair, who secured 
USD's victory with his second goal of the 
tournament. 
Down 1-0 against Virginia Tech on Friday, 
freshman midfielder Toby Taitano played a 
long pass to a sprinting Adair who scored his 
first goal of the tournament. Tom Crane 
broke the tie with an unassisted goal in the 
second half. Sophomore defender Alex 
Streicek "broke Virginia Tech's back" when 
he capitalized on an assist from Adair and 
Taitano. 
Joining Adair on the all-tournament team 
were Crane, Taitano, and Streicek. 
"We have played well enough to win games 
but not well enough to win the important 
games. Overall we have done well but we 
have a lot of work to and if we keep our heads 
up and play one game at a time and don't 
look a head of the Loyola Marymounts, then 
we can make it to the play-offs. It's just one 
hurdle at a time," commented Nguyen. 
The Toreros continued their domination 
over UC Berkeley with a 2-1 victory over the 
Golden Bears on October 3. Gelvezon scored 
in just 1:49. Goalkeeper Tom Tate cleared 
the ball to Ronces who, in turn, assisted 
Gelvezon. 
"I never scored that quick in my life. Yes, 
that was my quickest goal ever," stated 
Gelvezon. 
A determined and aggressive Berkeley team 
pressed the T oreros throughout the rest of the 
first half and finally scored midway through 
the second half. With only three minutes 
remaining in the game, Adair secured the 
victory with a long shot that trickled past the 
Golden Bear 'keeper. 
"This was an important week for us," USD 
Head Coach Seamus McFadden commented. 
"We have to reestablish ourselves after our 
loss (to the University of San Francisco) and 
I think we did that. We proved we can still 
play quality soccer. Now we need to rees­
tablish ourselves in the WCC." 
Gelvezon leads the Torero in scoring (20 
points) with eight goals and four assists. 
Ronces is a close second (17 points) with five 
goals and seven assists. 
The Quakers, of Pennsylvania, will be 
sowing their Oats in Torero Stadium Friday 
evening at 7:30. The University of Pennsyl­
vania has a record of 2-4-1 and are 1-2-1 in 
Ivy League play. 
photo by Mike Spengler 
Torero Goalkeeper Tom Tate, showing why he has a 0.931 goals against average and 
six shutouts, dives toward the loose ball against UC Berkeley, last week. 
photo by Mike Spengler 
'Keeper Tom Tate wins the ball for USD 
by C. Hardy Kalisher 
They flew, they played, they won, and then 
they flew back. 
The University of San Diego Soccer team 
won the first annual Charlotte Classic this 
past weekend, their second tournament cham­
pionship of the season, at the University of 
North Carolina—Charlotte, after defeating 
Virginia Tech 3-1 and UNC Charlotte 2-1. 
Sophomore forward Charles "Chugger" 
Adair, named the Offensive Most Valuable 
Player of the tournament, scored two goals 
and added an assist for the Toreros. 
"I finally put some shots away. The ones I 
should have made earlier this season haven't 
been going in," said Adair. 
"He is beating the opponent to the ball and 
he seems to have gained the confidence a 
new player needs," added co-captain Trong 
Nguyen. 
In the championship match against UNC 
Charlotte, tjje Toreros' senior forward Leo 
Ronces scored his fifth goal of the season. 
Paul Gelvezon shot the ball at 53:45 only to 
1476 Garnet Ave. Pacific Bch. 
(Comer of Hains St) 483-6168 
to Kentucky Fried Chicken. Parking available j 
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Rugby does it 
with plenty of 
dirt and grass 
The USD rugby team opens its 
season with their traditional 
games against the San Diego/ 
Coronado Club team. 
by Rich Matthews 
and Bret Lindeman 
Both the first and second side of the US D 
Rugby Club lost their season openers last 
Saturday against the San Diego/Coronado 
Club team. 
The president of the team, Matt Zack, 
stated, "This was a good learning experi­
ence for the new players, as well as the old. 
This is the first time that the teams have 
played together this year, and we did well, 
considering that Coronado has played to­
gether for years." 
The team members realize that a lot more 
work will be needed before the season 
starts in February, but they are optimistic 
about the future. 
Second-year player, Willy Rafferty, re­
marked, "We need more aggression, more 
experience, and fewer all-nighters before a 
game. We will be ready for the season in 
February." 
"The team was pumped up and ready to 
play, but we were confused about what to 
do on the field. We need to get a lot more 
experience by playing actual rugby games," 
rookie Tom Halmos added. 
This weekend USD Rugby rumbles with 
SDSU. Like the San Diego/Coronado 
games, the upcoming games against SDSU 
are expected to be very challenging as 
well. 
The current rivalry between the two teams 
stems from the transfer of experienced 
coach "Loc" Vetter to USD. Vetter's 
knowledge and talent and his coaching 
staff of Steve Hernandez and Jim Parker 
are responsible for the strength and com­
petitiveness of the USD Rugby team. 
The games between the crosstown rivals 
will be this Saturday on West PointFieldat 
lpm. The game will be followed by a post 
game celebration, win or lose. 
•The USD Rugby team would like to 
let it be known that all women reporters 
are welcome into the rugby locker room. 
r -
Dona Marias 
Block East of the Roller Coaster 
in Mission Beach now offers 




4-7pm daily 60 oz. pitcher of 
beer only $2.50!! 
I Dona Marias 
1850 West Mission Bay Dr. 
488-1414 
Football beats Pomona, 
waits for Homecoming 
by Mike Ferrari 
Since the scries began in 1957, the Uni­
versity of San Diego football team has never 
lost to the Pomona-Pitzcr College Sage-
hens. USD improved its record to 4-1 by 
beating the Sagehens last Saturday after­
noon, 21-17. 
Pomona-Pitzer came into the game with an 
undefeated 3-0 record, its best start since 
1970. Averaging 238 yards passing and 
over 34 points per game, the Sagehens took 
an early lead, scoring on a 25-yard touch­
down reception to begin the second quarter. 
At that point, Pomona-Pitzer quarterback 
Scott Hamburg had already thro wn for an 126 
yards. 
The Torero defense tightened up as USD 
defensive back Dave Paladino intercepted a 
pass late in the second quarter to set up the 
Toreros' first touchdown which tied the 
game at seven. 
The Sagehens immediately took the lead 
again when Nate Burtman returned the en­
suing kickoff 98 yards for a touchdown. 
The score remained 14-7 in favor of Po­
mona-Pitzer into the second half. 
USD freshman defensive lineman Bobby 
Tubbs recovered a fumble early in the third 
quarter to set up a one-yard touchdown run 
by Greg Livengood which tied the game at 
14. 
The Toreros went ahead for good early in 
the fourth quarter after an interception by 
Darby Barrett set up a one-yard touchdown 
run by quarterback Brendan Murphy—his 
second touchdown of the game. Pomona— 
Pitzer drove the ball down the field late in 
the fourth quarter. B ut the drive was snuffed 
out with just 50 seconds left when USD's 
Darryl Jackson intercepted a Sagehen pass-
the third interception for the Torero de­
fense. 
USD finished the game with 285 yards of 
total offense 191 of which were on the 
ground. Runningback John Eck led all 
rushers with 81 yards in 13 carries. Liven-
good added 62 in 12 carries. Murphy passed 
for 94 yards on only four completions. 
Defensively, the Toreros played another 
excellent game. They allowed Pomona-
Pitzer 250 yards of total offense with only 
60 yards allowed in the second half. The 
Sagehens scored on a 41-yard field goal in 
the half which was only the 17th point 
scored against the USD defense in the sec­
ond half all season long. 
Next week, US D will be at home to play its 
toughest game of the year against UC Santa 
Barbara. Not only is next week the tradi­
tional Homecoming game but it is also the 
Toreros' last home game of the season. 
Santa Barbara beat USD last year, 51-3. 
University of San Diego Torero Nikki Wallace (#10) spikes the ball 
in clinical fashion. Story on page 14. 
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Skas. Jock 
by C. Hardy Kalisher 
NL and AL All-Stars 
If we lived in a perfect world, ice-cream 
would never fall off the cone, shoe laces 
would never come untied, toiletseats would 
never be cold, every sportscaster would be 
like John Madden and Pat Summeral, the 
Cola war would end, New Kids on the 
Block would reach puberty and and the 
Major League Ail-Star game would be at 
the end of the season and deserving players 
would fill the starting roster. 
But this is a world filled with harsh reali­
ties and thirteen-year olds will idolize over­
rated lip-syncing pop stars. 
Jose Canseco will always be in the All-
Star game, Reggie Jackson played in a few 
too many, and Cecil Fielder was blindly 
overlooked by the fans. 
National League: 
IB-Will Clark: There are moments in 
athletics that can only be described beauti­
ful. Michael Jordan's "hang time," Walter 
Payton running a sweep, Wayne Gretzky 
doing anything on ice, and Will "The Natu­
ral" Clark swinging a bat. One of the most 
feared batters in the National League, Clark 
is the quintessence of baseball. 
2B-Ryne Sandberg: Unequivocally the 
best defensive second basemen in all of 
baseball. Second basemen are not supposed 
to be offensive threats, much less weapons. 
A .306 batting average, 100 runs batted in, 
188 hits and a National League leading 40 
homeruns, 116runsmakesSandbergaplau-
sible MVP candidate. 
3B-Matt Williams: Like young veal, 
Williams was nurtured along by San Fran­
cisco Giant's coach, Roger Craig. When 
most people gave up on the idea of Wil­
liams having potential, Craig had confi­
dence in his prematurely balding prospect. 
After several round trips from the minors, 
Williams has developed into the best de­
fensive third baseman in the National 
League and has solidified theGiants' lineup 
with 33 homeruns and a league leading 122 
RBIs. Honorable Mention-Bobby Bonilla. 
SS-Barry Larkin: One of the most un­
der-rated shortstops in the game, Larkin 
provided the pennant winning Cincinnati 
Reds with superior defense and a team 
leading 185 hits. Honorable Mention: Bip 
Roberts. 
C-Mike LaValliera: A true character of 
the game, LaValliera edged showboater 
Benito Santiago for the starting catcher 
spot. Nicknamed "Leorardo DaVinci" 
because of his resemblance to the Teen-age 
Mutant Ninja Turtle character, LaValliera 
all is but an image of DaVinci Adonis-like 
sculptures. 
RF-Tony Gwynn: It seems that there are 
only a few players who play the game for 
the fun off it. Aperennial .300 hitter, Gwynn 
insists that he gets paid for what he does and 
not what he should be doing, (ie JackClark). 
Gywnn, a Golden Glove winner is the best 
defensive right fielder in the National 
League. Honorable Mention: Darryl Straw­
berry. 
CF-WillieMcGee: So Willie McGee won 
the National League batting title. But to 
win an American League pennant in the 
same season is an unusual feat. In S t. Louis, 
Continued on page 16 
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Raw talk about Takraw 
No gravity? Takraw athletes demonstrate their flying kicks and blocks. 
by Bo Rothwell 
If someone approached you and asked "do 
you want to play Takraw ?" you would proba­
bly think he choked on something. In actu­
ality, Takraw is a sport of growing popularity 
throughout the world. 
Invented in Southeast Asia over 500 years 
ago, Takraw is much like the phenomena of 
the 80's, hackey-sack. The object of the 
game is to keep a round ball (about the size of 
a coconut) in the air without using your arms 
or hands. 
Originally, there were two versions of the 
game. The object of the first game is to 
improve your skills by seeing how many 
consecutive kicks you can do by yourself. 
The second game involves three or more 
players in a circle. The object of this game, 
called the Circle Game, is to keep the ball is 
the air as long as possible. 
So tell me something new, right? Well, in 
1945 the game underwent a dramatic trans­
formation. A court similar to a volleyball 
court was introduced and Sepak Takraw was 
born. 
Sepak Takraw is a combination of soccer 
and volleyball. There are three players to a 
side in this fast paced sport. 
The rules of the game are basically volley­
ball rules. However, there are a few excep­
tions such as the height of the net (five feet) 
and the number of players on each side (two). 
And, of course, the players cannot use their 
arms or hands to hit the ball, called a Buka. 
Sepak Takraw's popularity has increased 
dramatically in the past few years. It has 
spread to countries such as Australia, Can­
ada, France, and the United States and will be 
a medal event in the 1990 Asian Games. 
The Asian Sepak Takraw Federation is 
the national governing body of this new 
sport. The Southeast Asian Games were the 
first to recognize Sepak Takraw as an official 
sport when they included it in the third an­
nual games. 
In Malaysia and Thailand, where Sepak 
Takraw is most popular, world champion­
ships are held yearly. The United States has 
a national team, located at Northrop Univer­
sity in Southern California. 
In 1987 they took the silver medal at the 
World Sepak Takraw Championships in 
Malaysia. They returned the next year to 
take the gold metal, the first ever for an 
American team. 
Universities also have shown an interest in 
Sepak Takraw. Both UCLA and the Univer­
sity of Maine have recently included itamong 
their official sports clubs. 
Interested in this new sport? Write to: 
Mike Brewster 
16 Adeline St., Ste. 101 
Gorham, ME 04038 





NOTE: The court and net height are the same as badminton. 
Women soccer wonders about the future 
by Sandi Ciampa 
Despite efforts to become an NCAA Divi­
sion intercollegiate team for the past two 
years, the Womens' Soccer Club is still a 
club. The barrier that blocks the long sought-
after goal seems like a ten foot brick wall. 
"It's a wall that we can't see over," said co-
captain KC Pierce, now a third year member 
who, with juniors Marcy Ayers and AS Sec­
retary of Athletics Tara Allgood, began the 
club in 1988. 
"It is supposedly in the five-year plan," said 
Allgood, who does not see the likelihood of a 
team formation while she is enrolled at US D. 
Since USD has not indicated what the future 
will bring for the soccer club, it is not surpris­
ing that frustration has grown within the 
club. With a few more attempts the wall that 
blocks their goal may give way, but the 
waiting seems like eternity. 
Coaching the club again this year are Mike 
Chavez and Jeff Gray who help with prac­
tices three times a week and games every 
Saturday and Sunday. "Our coaches are 
volunteers who have given us an incredible 
amount of time and effort. We really appre­
ciate them!" commented Ayers. 
This fall the club is enthusiastic about the 
newly-entered league where they compete 
with club teams like USC, UCLA, SDSU. 
Jock TalkrEnd of the season All-Stars 
Continued from page 15 
McGee couldn't wait for the holocaust to 
end so being liberated by Oakland could 
only be Utopia. Honorable Mention: Lenny 
Dykstra. 
LF-Barry Bonds: Speed and power de­
scribes the leader of the Pittsburgh Pirates 
pennant winning lineup. Fourth in hom-
eruns and RBIs (33,114), and 52 stolen 
bases helped Bonds score 104 runs. Could 
he be the MVP? 
P-Ramon Martinez: The best Dodger 
pitcher since a young Fernando Valenzuala, 
Martinez had a stupendous season. A 20 
win season was matched by 223 strikeouts 
and a 2.92 earned run average. Unfortu­
nately for Martinez, he pitches for the 
Dodgers. Given Tommy Lasorda's past 
record of over working his hurdlers, Marti­
nez ought to start working on his knuckle 
ball or his arm will drag on the grass (or 
Astro Turf). His 12 complete games led all 
major league pitchers and his 234.5 innings 
pitched were good enough for third in the 
NL. 
RP-Craig Lefferts: Yes, Craig Lefferts! 
A solid reliever for the Padres. Lefferts is a 
coaches dream. Hustle in, do your job, hustle 
out. No other relief pitcher in baseball runs 
an 11-second sprint from Jack Murphy sta­
diums' bull pen to the pitcher's mound. 
American League: 
IB-Cecil Fielder: Power, "a source of 
physical or mechanical force or energy; that 
can be put to, work." Cecil Fielder is power. 
The job of the number four hitter in a batting 
lineup is to "clean up" the bases. Cecil 
Fielder polished the bases this season with 
a Major League leading 51 homeruns and 
132 RBIs, all from a guy who didn't have 
what it takes to play in the Majors two years 
ago. Who are these Japanese coaches and do 
they look good in the Padres' orange and 
blue? 
2B-Jody Reed: If Fielder is power than 
Reed is finesse. Not a prolific hitter, but a 
defensive cat. Reed can rob a batter of a hit 
with his vast range up the middle and his 
uncanny ability to make the play. Reed can 
be counted on for keeping the ball from 
going between his legs. 
3B-George Brett: George "Hall of Fame 
Here I Come" Brett may not be holding 
down the third base corner, but with respect 
to a man who was supposed to be over the 
hill, he is awarded his old position. Passing 
Rickey Henderson to win the AL batting 
title, Brett became the only ball player ever 
to win a batting title in three different dec­
ades. Honorable Mention: Wade Boggs. 
SS-Cal Ripken Jr: Ripken saw his arro 
gant streak of consecutive games come to an 
end this season, only after few generous 
calls from scorekeepers, but his importance 
to the Baltimore Orioles continued. Ripken 
kept the Orioles out of the Cellar. Actually, 
theNew York Yankees kept everyone out of 
the cellar. Honorable Mention: Alan Tram-
mell. 
C-Carlton Fisk: With all respects to 
Johnny Bench, Carlton Fisk is the best 
catcher since Yogi Berra. Catchers are the 
characters of the game, the wisemen, and 
tough guys. These men in armor leap to 
their feet to rescue there multimillion dollar 
pitchers from the wrath of angery batters. 
No other catcher in the game embodies 
these characteristics and combines them 
with a humble modesty as well as Fisk. 
Breaking Bench' s record for the most career 
home runs by a catcher is just one of Fisk's 
underpublisied feats by the media. All hats 
off to the man who taught Deion Sanders a 
painful lesson on respecting your elders. 
RF-Jose Canseco: The man of steal con­
tinued to dominate baseball this season. He 
did not charter the 50-50 club this season but 
he is on his was to 50 million dollars. 37 
homeruns and 101 RBIs was good enough 
for third and fourth in the AL but just sec­
ond, to Mark McGwire, on the Oakland 
Athletics. 
CF-Willie McGee: see National League. 
Honorable Mention: Ken Griffey Jr. 
LF-Rickey Henderson: A .325 batting 
average, 28 homeruns, and a AL leading 
119 runs and 65 stolen bases makes Hen­
derson the third legitimate Oakland Athlet­
ics candidates for the AL MVP. The A's are 
spending more money on replacing the bases 
that Henderson keeps sending to Cooper-
stown than they do on Cracker Jacks. 
P-Nolan Ryan: Nolan Ryan might as well 
be in the Hall of Fame, he is old enough. At 
43 years of age, he led the league in in strike­
outs (232), again. Ryan has been able to be 
the best strikeouts ace ever by being the 
hardest working pitcher in the Majors. People 
say that Dwight Gooden and Roger Cle­
mens will never last as long as Ryan has 
because they always throw so hard. People 
forget Ryan used to through over 100 mph 
and still is clocked near Clemens. 
RP-Mr Thigpen: He is Mr. Thigpen be­
cause anyone who can run out to the pitchers 
mound and record 57 saves deserves to be 
called "Mr". His 57 saves are like a field 
goal kicker making a game winning field 
goal in every game. 
Pepperdine University 
School of Business and Management 
A representative from Pepperdine will be on the University of San Diego campus 
on Tuesday, October 16, hosting group sessions at 11:00 a.m. and noon to discuss 
the full-time graduate business programs offered Uiversity's Malibu campus. 
The Master of International Business (MIB) program includes a 20-month 
curriculum featuring language, cultural, and business study. Students in theMIB 
program finish their course work in Paris of Berlin, and participate in an eight-
month overseas intership. 
The Master of Business Administration (MBA) program can be completed in 
11 to 20 months, and offers emphases in the functions of marketing and finance. 
For more information please cantact the Carrer Counseling and Placement Center, 
for call Pepperdine at 1-800-726-9283. 
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The Bench Warmer 
Sports Trivia Five 
1) Who has the Major League record for the 
most stolen bases in one season? 
2) Since records on quarterback sacks 
began, what player has the most sacks in 
the NFL ? 
3) NotreDamelosttoStandordathomelast 
weekend. Who was the last team to beat 
them at home and when ? 
4) How many downs does it take the Uni­
versity of Colorado to beat Missouri? 
5) What number is Michael Jordan? 
Answers to last week's questions: 1) Dwight 
Gooden 2) Wilt Chamberlain 3) 1971 4) 
Calvin Murphy 5)Vince Coleman 
To enter a drawing for a large pizza at 
Pogo Pizza, located in Horton Plaza, write 
down your answers to this week's Pogo 
Pizza Trivia Five and submit them to the 
VISTA Sports Editor's mailbox. 
VISTA editors, staff, and families are not 
eligible for the drawing. 
Answers to this week's trivia will appear 
in next week's VISTA. 
Thomas Boswell's 99 
Reasons why Baseball Is 
Better Than Football: 
26) The best football announcer ever was 
Howard Cosell. 
27) The worst baseball announcer ever 
was Howard Cosell. 
78) Without baseball, there'd have been no 
Fenway Park. Without football, there'd 
have been no artificial turf. 
Chris Berman Nicknames: 
Eddie "Eat,Drink, and Be" Murray 
Kevin "Totally" Gross 
"You Said it was your birthday" 
Steve Young is 29 on October 11 
Jim Palmer is 45 on October 15 
Danny Ferry is 24 on October 17 
Did you know that 
today in 1890...? 
At the AAU Championships in 
Washington, DC, John Ownen runs the 
100-yard dash in 9.8 seconds to become 
the first runner to break the 10-second 
barrier in a championship race. 
Sports photo of the week 
photo Mike Spengler 
Leo Ronces (#11) stiff arms a lunging Berkeley player as Phillip Button 
(#15) trails. The Toreros won the game 2-1. 
Bo and Hardy pick'em 
Last week Season record Season % 
Bo Rothwell 6-6 31-21 60% 
Hardy Kalisher 8-4 34-18 65% 
Home Away Rothwell Kalisher 
New Orleans vs Cleveland New Orleans New Orleans 
Kansas City vs Detroit Detroit Kansas City 
Tampa Bay vs Green Bay T ampa Bay Green Bay 
Cincinnati vs Houston Cincinnati Cincinnati 
NY Jets VS San Diego NY Jets NY Jets 
Chicago vs LA Rams Chicago LA Rams 
Phoenix vs Dallas Phoenix Phoenix 
Washington vs NY Giants Washington NY Giants 
LA Raiders vs Seattle LA Raiders LA Raiders 
Atlanta vs San Francisco Atlanta San Francisco 
Denver vs Pittsburgh Denver Denver 
Minnesota vs Philadelphia Philadelphia Minnesota 
Buffalo, Indy open date 
Miami, NE open date 
Torero Athletes of the Week 
Women's 
Senior m iddle blocker Angie Rais, a native 
of Anchorage, Alaska, led the USD volley­
ball team this week with 48 kills in 86 at­
tempts, making only seven errors, for a 
hitting percentageof .477. She also leads 
the team in total kills with 194. 
Men's 
6' 5" sophomore Charles Adair won Of­
fensive Most Valuable Player at the first 
annual University of North Carolina-
Charlotte Soccer Classic. Adair scored two 
goals and had an assist and a goal against 
UC Berkeley earlier in the week. 
Jerry Watson 
I'm back... 
USD's football team won last weekend. 
They are now 4 and 1. That's four wins and 
1 total destruction. Look for USD to lose a 
couple more by more than 16 points. 
Speaking of smarts, why does SDSU get 
a three page coverage in the Union and 
USD only gets 1/4 of a page? Well, they 
say it's because S DSU is a bigger school (if 
you count people). Why don' t they do it by 
IQ points. USD would then get a page, and 
UCSD would get the rest. 
Chargers lost again. Boy, if they only 
would listen to the press. If the Chargers 
did, they could probably be 3-2. Wow. 
Bernstine doesn' t get ten minutes play time, 
much less any passes and Billy Joe Tolliver 
still doesn't have enough chances to throw 
deep, or throw the ball at all. 
The Chargers will play the New York Jets 
this Sunday. The Jets played Miami and 
lost in a close game. However, they will 
beat the Chargers by a large margin. 
Jack Clark is opening up his mouth. He 
blames the entire collapse of the Padres on 
Tony Gwynn. Why? 
Jack Clark likes the game of baseball. He 
makes a lot of money doing what he does 
pretty well. Hit the ball. Hard. 
Tony Gwynn loves the game of baseball. 
He makes a lot of money doing what he 
does pretty well. Get hits. A lot of them. 
These two players sound similar, but there 
is really a big difference. 
Jack Clark is a leader. He wants his fellow 
players to rise to a greater, more intense 
level of play. Clark feels obligated to be 
paid what he is worth, or so he thinks. 
Tony Gwynn is a player. He wants to do 
the best he can whenever he goes out on the 
field. Tony wants to be paid on how he 
plays. 
This my friends, is the main difference 
between the two. For Jack Clark, playing 
baseball is an everyday job. A job he does 
pretty well, but, nonetheless a job. When 
he gets home, he thinks about other things 
like getting more money, or buying stocks. 
Tony Gwynn, on the other hand, plays 
baseball because he enjoys the game. He 
loves to play. He has fun at what he does. 
It's a job, sure, but he likes it so much. He 
would probably be just as happy to play in 
a vacant lot, as he does playing in the sta­
dium. 
Greed has cost the two their happiness. 
Baseball should not be high salaries and 
great conflict between players, but some­
thing that is fun. Let baseball be enjoyable, 
greed belongs to the politicians. 
Atlanta has been named the site for the 
1996 Olympic games. Boy, that sure sounds 
like fun. They now predict that there just 
might be some tourism there. Well they 
deserve it, they've been waiting long 
enough. 
Jock Talk appears on 
page15. 
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IM Volleyball heads to playoffs 
by Kristin Curry 
The regular season of IM Volleyball came 
to a close this week and many of the teams 
look strong for the play oofs. Players have 
begun to work as a team on the court and 
sharpen up their game. 
In B-league, it was a turnaround for Legal 
Aardvarks as they faced Heinz. It was a 
great team effort by Dallas O' Day and Tina 
Navarro as they beat Heinz 41 -27. However, 
Heinz didn't go without a fight as David 
Young and Peter Kcup pulled out the men's 
game. Once again Christina Sanchez and 
Kristen Knecht of Four Play took their 
double's game against Free Agents III. For 
Free Agents III it was Dennis Butler and 
Ken Horton leading the way to their doubles 
victory. In the final mixed game Joseph 
Meredith and Karl Byers (Four Play) put 
some down despite the efforts of Free Agents 
Ill's Holly Alexander and Natalie Cook to 
give Four Play an overall win of 34-28. It 
wasn't so close with FA II against FA IV. 
The doubles both went quick for FA II. But 
the mixed was close with Erwin Sedlmayer 
and Natalie Ray (FA IV) keeping their team 
going but Dong Piper and Grace Geckendorf 
(FA II) did the same taking their team to a 45-
23 victory. It Takes Four had an easy time 
against Lounge Lizards as Bronwen Jones 
and NickLazalde (It Takes Four) led their 
team to a 45-15 win. Cristina Cranmer and 
Dan Ferguson (Lounge Lizards) tried to get 
their team going but couldn't compete with 
It Takes Four. In the last B-league game it 
was a 37-26 victory for T.O.H.O. 9. Their 
opponents, Side Bar gave good efforts by 
Francisco Marty and Lynn Solliday in each 
of their doubles games. But T.O.H.O. 9 just 
ripped through the mixed game 15-1. Robyn 
Waverly and Sean Hawes from T.O.H.O. 9 
were the ones to watch out on the court. 
In A-league, IM Nuts and Kamikaze went 
for a record breaking mixed game as IM 
Nuts edged out with a score of 21-19. The 
women's game was a serving battle as Kclli 
Koeng of Kamikaze and Michelle Wallers 
of IM Nuts served an endless number of aces 
back and forth. The men's game was even 
closer as Collin Smith of Kam ikaze gave his 
all but Marc Lampe (IM Nuts) managed to 
continued on page 20 
IM Photo of the Week 
Flashman about to strike. photo by Chris Thompson 
|TAN 30 Days- $35 j 
Permanent Cosmetic 
Make-Up 
European Body Wrap- $39 g 
Fills $15- with selected 
manicurists [ 
A Full Service Hair, Nails, j 
and Skincare salon 















SUBWAY IM GAME OF THE WEEK 
DATE: Sunday October 14 
TIME: 3:00 PM 
SPORT: Mens Softball (B) 
MATCH-UP: An D Reamus vs Koozcr's 
Delts 
It's two weeks from playoffs and soon we 
will find out if any of the B-league teams are 
ready to compete with the A-Leaguc Softball 
teams. Two who might will square off this 
Sunday in the Subway IM Game of the 
Week. Both An D Reamus and Koozer's 
Delts bring perfect 3-0 records into the game. 
However, only one will remain undefeated. 
You will be able to see that team at the 
Subway on Morena Blvd eating their 3-foot 
party sandwich. 
Last week, the Delts pulled off a big upset 
as they shut down the high flying Magnifi-
cient Seven 12-6. 
DELTS HOLD OFF SUNDAY SLEEPERS 
by Marty King 
The Two Delts finished with a game end­
ing double play to defeat Sunday Sleepers 
13-11 on Sunday. The Two Delts tried to 
break the game wide open in the 5 th inning 
behind two, 2-run homers by Karen Fehr 
and Charlie Bush with 2 outs. Devin Lee 
then double and scored to give the Delts 5 
more runs. The Sunday Sleepers were not 
to be denied their chances to win the game 
in the last inning, but their 6 run rally fell 
just short. James Klodt went 3 for 3 and 
scored 3 runs and Geoff Young went 2 for 
2 in the losing effort. 
The Czars continue their undefeated ways 
as they blasted 15 runs to defeat Rolling 
Donuts 15-4. The Czars started with an 8 
run first inning and never looked back. The 
Czars Tom Gambon starred for the Czars 
by going 3 for 3 as did Brent Eidson and 
Chris Lonnecker. The mostly senior team 
also had home runs hit by C.J. Watters, 
MariaMossutoandT.P. McCabe. Rolling 
Donuts managed 3 runs in the final inning 
as Greg Still, Robert Phantom and Heather 
Lamberson crossed the plate for the Do­
nuts. 
In other Co-Rec action Another Staff In -
fection bested Limited Faculties7-4. Matt 
Flores led the winners with a 2 run homer 
and went 3 for 3 for Staff Infection and 
Kevin McMonigle hit back to back hom-
eruns in the Limited Faculties losing ef­
forts. 
The Freeloaders came from behind to 
beat AL's Coholics 10-6. Hector Luna 
was the Freeloaders outstanding offen­
sive player of the game by hitting a grand 
slam in the fourth inning to put his team 
ahead for good. Neil Greer went 2 for 2 and 
scored two runs as did Jill Wagner. Larry 
Close went 3 for 4 for Al's. 
There are two more weeks of league play 
before playoffs. 
INNERTUBE WATER POLO BEGINS WITH A SPLASH 
by Nick Lizalde 
The sunny Saturday afternoon began with 
the Floating P's pounding Slippery When 
Wet 46-3 win. The P's were lead by 
Michele Erlinger with 22 points. In the next 
game we had a forfeit win by Wet and Wild 
over the Laguna Tunas. For the high score 
of the day we had Sigma Chi beating on Zeta 
Force 57-7. Sigma Chi was lead by the "3 
Musketeers": Margo Mullally-22 points, 
Meg Estey-16 points, and Michelle Grinieri-
10 points. Sigma Chi also played tough de-
fensc, led by Goalie Eric "The Wall" Lyon. 
Brandy Smith had six of the seven points for 
Zeta Force. 
In the heart-stopper of the day we had 
Delta Tube Delta pull a 12-11 win out of the 
water over Presidio Patrons. For Delta 
Tube Delta, Megan "the Model" Shaw had 
8 points. For last game of the day we had Phi 
Kappa Theta beating the team Decaf 35-8. 
Nothing could stop Libby "Golden Arm" 
Bergner as she pumped in a day high of 26 
points. Decaf was lead by Allen Mcname's 
4 points. The honor of trouble tubers of the 
week goes to the girls of Decaf. 
IM Rankings 
as of 10-8-90 
The Intramural rankings are compiled 
weekly by the intramural staff. 
WATER POLO 
1. Floating P's 1-0 
2. Sigma Chi 1-0 
3. Phi Kappa Theta 1-0 
4. Delta Tube Delta 1-0 
5. Presidio Patrons 0-1 
MENS SOFTBALL CO-REC (A) VOLLEYBALL 
1. Godfathers 3-0 1. KARCH's Revenge 3-0 
2. Eight Around 2-1 2. Tight Sets 3-0 
3. Knight Stalkers 2-1 3. Six Pack Rats 3-0 
4. Sigma Chi 2-1 4. Blue Light 2-1 
5. Despie's Delts 3-0 5. IM Nuts 2-1 
CO-REC SOFTBALL CO-REC (B) VOLLEYBALL 
1. Buy the Case Again 2-0 1. Free Agents II 3-0 
2. Czars 3-0 2. Hang Time 3-0 
3. Staff Infection 2-1 3. T.O.H.O. 9 3-0 
4. The Two Delts 2-1 4. It Takes Four 2-1 
5. Rolling Donuts 2-1 5. Side Bar 2-1 
MENS FLOOR HOCKEY MENS (A) FLAG FOOTBALL 
1. Team Weasel 2-0 1. Law Dogs 2-0 
2. Team Morris 2-0 2. Chosen Ones 2-0 
3. Hockey Inc. 1-1 3. NoKaOi 2-0 
4. Argonauts 1-1 4. Madden Maniacs 2-0 
5. Demolition Delts 2-0 5. ScroatsRUs 1-1 
MENS SPEED SOCCER MENS (B) FLAG FOOTBALL 
1. Chosen Ones 0-0-1 1. Delts 2-0 
2. Black And Blue 0-0-1 2. Something Fierce 0-0-1 
3. Delts 1-0 3. Magnificient Seven 1-1 
4. EMWOLB 1-0 4. 3rd West II 1-0-1 
5. Lounge Lizards 1-0 5. Sigma Chi 1-0-1 
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Defenses combine for 6 shutouts 
by Leroy Hughes 
This weekend proved a bit non productive 
for some teams as the A-league and B-league 
combined for 6 shutouts. 
A-league acton saw #2 Chosen Ones hand 
White Lightning their second loss of the 
season, 32-0. Todd Jordan threw two touch­
down passes to receivers K.C. Gallagher (1) 
and Troy Wicker (1). Jim Knapp added a 
third with a 50 yard bomb to Gallagher. Eric 
Wahl and Wicker added a little offense on 
defense as each of them returned intercep­
tions for touchdowns. 
#3 Scroats 'R' Us lost their first game of 
this young season to #4 No Ka Oi, 12-0. Kel 
Ide connected with Rome Viado for a 70 yard 
touchdown pass. Ethan Maxon connected 
with Ide for No Ka Oi's second touchdown. 
Kevin Hanao led the defense with 2 inter-
cepttions. 
#5 Madden Maniacs shutout Buck Shaw 
14-0. John Holland threw 2 touchdown 
passes to receivers Scott Dali (1) and Brian 
Dorsey (1). Holland connected with Jim 
Neely for the two-point conversion. 
Last Minute Entry scored two last minute 
touchdowns late in the second half to beat 
Purple Helmets, 13-6. Rod Curbelo threw 
2 touchdown passes to Doug Pickett to over­
come a 6-0 Purple Helmet lead late in the 
second half. Ed Rogan led the defense with 
2 interceptions. Purple Helmets only score 
came when Mary Munn connected with Bryan 
Day for a 40 yard touchdown. 
B-league aciton saw a major upset as #3 
Delts beat the Magnificient Seven, 12-6. 
John Pregenzer threw touchdown passes to 
Tim Clarke (1) and Bryan Prebil(l). Mike 
HoerrandPrebil led the defense that allowed 
the "7" only six points late in the second half. 
The their only score came when Eric Gunn 
connected whith Eric Brown. 
#4 Whatever Dude ended in a 6-6 tie with 
Free Agents. Whatever Dudes' only score 
came when Mark McGrath connected with 
Bob Magiore for a 20 yard touchdown pass. 
The Free Agents only score came on a 30 
yard run by Phil Fran. Bob Gitre led the 
defense with 2 interceptions. 
#5 Sigma Pi was shutout by Sigma Chi, 24-
0. Brendan Gallagher threw three touch­
down passes to receivers Sean Macaluso (2) 
and Jon Peabody (1). Peabody also returned 
an interception for a touchdown. The de­
fense was led by Dave Haggett and Rob 
Basile. 
Lost in the Fog and 3rd West Crew II 
ended in a 0-0 tie. Positive Vibrations beat 
Schlaben Di Naben, 6-0. The only score of 
the game came late in the second half when 
John Xitco connected with John Keenan for 
a 35 yard touchdown pass. 
IM NOTES: 
1. Entries for Saturday's Canyon Run 
will be taken until 9:30am on Saturday. 
2. There are still a few t-times left for 
Friday's Scramble Golf tournament. Sign­
up today at the Sports Center. 
3. A record 74 Doubles Tennis teams 
took to the courts this week. Read how 
they did in the next issue of the VISTA. 
Top speed soccer teams tie 
by Bo Rothwell 
IM soccer action fired up last Tuesday 
when Lara and The Lounge Lizards faced 
off at the softball field. The Lounge Liz­
ard's Kevin Lum started the goal scoring, 
putting the Lizards up 1-0. Lara quickly 
rebounded when Juan Alfonso found the net. 
From then on it was all Lizards as three more 
'zards scored in their 4-1 victory. 
#1 ranked The Chosen Ones faced #2 It's 
a Given in a game that lived up to its billing 
of game of the week. A1 Limberg's team 
went down early when Pat "rocket" Giblin 
put a shot past Limberg. The Chosen Ones 
added two more goals, by Jeff Whaley and 
Eric Deutsch, to give them a 3-0 halftime 
lead. 
Down, but not out, It's a Given came back 
in the second half. Jason "the snake" Jeguroga 
scored twice to pull his team within one. 
With only minutes left, The Chosen One's 
Nick "the anchor"Lizalde wan beaten for the 
game tying goal. Despite several last minute 
chances by both teams, the game ended in a 
tie. 
The Free Agents looked strong in their 
opener, a 5-3 victory over Sigma Chi. It was 
Sigma Chi who scored first when Steven 
Lujan beat The Free Agent keeper at 19:55 
of the first half. The Agents quickly re­
sponded with goals by Shawn Murphy and 
Kevin Hanano to take a 2-1 halftime lead. 
The second half was all Free Agents as they 
cruised to victory. 
Sunshine and Friends took the field against 
Phi Kappa Theta in the final match of the 
night. Ed "flower child" Kotnk was the hero 
of this game as he allowed PKT to score only 
twice. Sunshine and Friends was paced by 
two goals apiece by Brian Mitchell and Mark 
Hinkle as they won 6-1. 
Wednesday nigiit's games began when #5 
ISO Falcons met the entirely freshman team, 
EMWOLB. Jeff Yee's first goal of the night 
put EMWOLB on lop early in the first half 
and they never lost the lead. Yee iced it in the 
second half with his second goal which put 
them ahead 4-1. 
The women's action started with the Free 
Agents taking on We Play the Field. Paced 
by Suzanne Harker's four goals, the Field 
took the game, 10-0. Moira Flannery also 
had a hat trick as the Free Agents were never 
able to mount an attack. 
The final game of the week featured Team 
Delt vs. PKT Skoads. The Skoads played 
one man down all game while the Delts were 
always fresh with four subs. 
Team Delt seemed unable to put the tired 
Skoads away as the first half ended in a 2-2 
tie. But, the Skoads legs finally let they 
down as the Delts shut down their opponents 
while scoring three themselves. Rob Mer­
chant scored both of the Skoads' goals, 
beating Todd "the statu..." Andrews. Todd 
"trippy" Tillmans and Mike "the trashman" 
Hoerr each scored twice for the victors. 
IM DISTINCTIONS 
MENS SOFTBALL 
Game of the Week: Long Balls vs 
Bringin the Wood 
Team of the Week: Bringin the Wood 
Player of the Week: Sean Parks 
(Bringin the Wood) 
CO-REC SOFTBALL 
Game of the Week: Two Delts vs 
Sunday Sleepers 
Team of the Week: Two Delts 
Male Player of the Week: BretEidson 
(Czars) 
Female Player of the Week: Jill 
Wagner (Freeloaders) 
Co-Rec (A) VOLLEYBALL 
Game of the Week: IM Nuts vs Kami­
kaze 
Team of the Week: IM Nuts 
Male Player of the Week: Marc Lampe 
(IM Nuts) 
Female Player of the Week: Denise 
Marriot (Down and Dirty) 
Co-Rec (B) VOLLEYBALL 
Game of the Week: Legal Aardvarks vs 
Heinz 
Team of the Week: Legal Aardvarks 
Male Player of the Week: Peter Keup 
(Heinz) 
Female Player of the Week: Bronwen 
Jones (It Takes Four) 
INNERTUBE WATER POLO 
Game of the Week: Delta Tube Delta vs 
Presidio Patrons 
Team of the Week: Delta Tube Delta 
Male Player of the Week: Chris Cotde 
(Sigma Chi) 
Female Player of the Week: Libby 
Bergnet (Phi Kappa Theta) 
Men (A) Flag Football 
Game of the Week: No Ka Oi vs. Scroats 
R U s  
Team of the Week: No Ka Oi 
Player of the Week: KC Gallagher 
(Chosen Ones) 
Mens (B) Flag Football 
Game of the Week: Delts vs Magnificient 
Seven 
Team of the Week: Delts 
Team of the Week: John Pregenzer 
(Delts) 
Mens Floor Hockey 
Game of the Week: Voodoo Priests vs. 
Scratch My Pucks 
Team of the Week: Argonaunts 
Team of the Week: Mike Hodges (PKT) 
Men's Speed Soccer 
Game of the Week: The Chosen Ones vs. 
Black and Blue 
Team of the Week: EMWOLB 
Team of the Week: Ed Kotak (Sunshine 
and Friends) 
S E N I O R S  
Two more days have been added for 
SENIOR PORTRAITS 
OCT 11TH AND 12TH 
SIGN UP NOW AT INFO DESK 
Show 
your parents 
you really have a 
head on your shoulders. 
_ . . . Don't be a blank spot Your college yearbook 
Oign Up NOW... is a lasting memory of a great part of your life 
Because the Yearbook For v°ur *"<«<and othere 
is Yourbook get your p,cture taken. 
FLOOR HOCKEY ROUNDUP 
BEACH VOLLEYBALL 
SET FOR SUNDAY 
Once again this semester, the IM department 
in conjunction with Associated Students will 
be sponsoring the Semi-annual Beach Volley­
ball Tournament at Ocean Beach. Competi­
tion will be held on Sunday October 21st (not 
on Saturday as originally scheduled) with men's 
play at 9:00 am, women at 10:30, and mixed 
doubles at 1pm. 
If you want to join in on the fun of this 
doubles tournament, sign-up at the Sports 
Center by Wednesday October 17. See you at 
the beach! 
VB Playoff to begin 
continued from page 19 
hold him off. IM Nuts won it all with a score of 
51-39. It was quite a match for both Blue Light 
and P-Tag. The doubles were split with the 
men's going to Blue Light and the women's to 
P-Tag. When it came to the mixed, Allison 
Jones of Blue Light helped her team to a 18-16 
win despite the efforts of Laura Benitez and 
Tarmo Roosild of P-Tag. The final score was 
48-43 in favor of Blue Light but P-Tag was 
right up there in points. Six Pack Rats won all 
3 against Watkins fora45-26 win. Brian Booth 
put down the kills for Six Pack Rats though 
Laurie Martin (Watkins) tried to compensate 
with some aces. In another match, KARCH's 
Revenge swept by Section A with a score of 45-
10. Lori Smith and Chris Homcwood (KARCH) 
led their team to victory though Cheryl Brown 
and Mark Bauman tried to hold them off. Lastly 
it was close between Tight Sets and Down & 
Dirty. For Down & Dirty it was Chad Law and 
Tom Frost fighting it out against Chris Sego of 
Tight Sets winning 15-7. For the women, 
Denise Marriot of Down & Dirty was the star 
player with 6 kills and 6 aces. Tight Sets pulled 
it out with a score of 44-36. 
by Scott Moris 
The two top teams this week continue to roll over 
their competitors with very solid performances. 
The top ranked Team Weasel was paired up with 
Hockey Inc. The first 2 periods were very close 
with Hockey Inc. playing tough defense, allow­
ing only goals by Ken Ostroski and Tom Halmos. 
The third period was when Tearn Weasel came on 
strong and put the game out of reach with two 
goals from Tony Carnevale and Carmine Ryan to 
give Team Weasel a 6-0 win. Bob Croasdale 
played tough in goal for Hockey Inc. 
John Gillis's Team Morris also had a very 
commanding performance winning 9-1. Team 
Morris controlled this game from the beginning 
to end with Glen Yannatta getting 2 goals and 2 
assists. Chris Ghan had a good showing netting 2 
goals and John Gillis scored his 1st career goal, a 
long-awaited milestone in his life. Rob Basile 
played a good game in the net for Sigma Chi, but 
lack of defense proved to be his downfall. 
In the other A-league game Dan McAdoo's 
Argonauts proved they can play hockey as well as 
baseball, crushing the Maher Maulers 6-0. Sean 
Gousha and Lou Skertich each had 2 goals for the 
Argonauts along with Devin Bundy pickiing up a 
goal and 2 assists. 
In Wednesday's B-league action, Phi Kappa 
Theta remained undefeated with a win over Team 
Natas 8-0. Mike Hodges got the hat trick and an 
assist for PKT, along with Steve Naliek and Dan 
Kilkenney getting two goals a piece. Adam Fox 
stopped shots in the nets to pick up the shutout for 
PKT. This team could surprise in the playoffs. 
The Demolition Delts scored when it counted to 
defeat the Puckheads by a score of 2-1. Dave 
Mirck and Todd Tillmen, both scored to give the 
Delts the victory. Chris Homewood scored with 
1:20 left, but that proved to be just too little-too 
late. 
In the final game of the week it was the VooDoo 
Priestess getting the narrow victory over Scratch 
My Pucks 4-3. Sean Shear had two goals for the 
Priestess, along with Mark Knowles and Dave 
Tasker. Scratch My Pucks got goals from Joe 
Nar, Derrick Mason, and Mark Scholaert but it just 
wasn't enough. 
TOP SOFTBALL TEAMS CONTINUE TO WIN 
by John Gillis 
In A-league, action #1 Godfathers improved 
their record to 3 wins and no losses and are still 
the only undefeated team. 8 Around theMound 
got back on track with a 9-2 victory over Sigma 
Chi. Rob Sparks pitched a great game and went 
3 for 3 in the victory. Dave Hattcft blasted a 
homerun for Sigma Chi. The Knight Stalkers 
improved to 2-1 with a 15-4 spanking of Yeah 
Right. Stew Fallon, Darren Miller, Eric Brown 
and Bill Kelley each had 2 hits and scored 2 runs. 
Bob Maggiore and T.P. McCabe each doubled 
with the loss. Bringin the Wood got their first 
win over Longballs 16-10. Bryan Day and Greg 
Livingood ahad 4 hits a piece and Sean Parks 
and Rich Hosada each had a homerun and 2 hits 
in the win. Erik Wahl got 4 hits for Longballs. 
In B-league action Despies' Delts improved 
to 3 and 0 with a 22-7 victory over Hate and 
Discontent. Greg Levy and Greg Barnes each 
had a homerun and Jeff Goodwim had4 hits in 
the win. Mike Mulvihill had 2 hits in the loss. 
Krush Ball got crushed by Murphy's Law 
17-9. Neil Greer had 2 hits and Art Contreras 
had two hits and a homerun in the victory. 
Greg Gerritz, Carlos Leon, and Jim Gray each 
had 2 hits in the loss. An D Reamus got an 8-
4 victory over Sigma Pi. T.R. Moran and Max 
Robertson each had 3 hits in the win. Matt 
McCormick got 3 hits in the loss. Koozer's 
Delts also got a win and are 3-0. 
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